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ABSTRACT
Determination of a Catalytic Mechanism by Time Resolved Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy and Time Domain Analysis of Data from Fourier Transform
Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry
Jacob T. Davis
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, BYU
Master of Science
Heterobimetallic catalysts offer large potential for efficient and selective catalysis of a
wide range of reactions. Better understanding of these catalytic mechanisms could yield further
improvement in their catalytic abilities. Cp(CO)2Fe–Cu(IPr) (IPr = N,N-bis(2,6diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) is a catalyst that has been reported to catalyze arene
borylation. The catalytic mechanism of this catalyst that had been previously proposed had the
initial step being a metal-metal cleavage. However, computational modeling suggested an
alternate mechanism that could be more energetically favorable. Rather than a metal-metal
cleavage as the initial step, we proposed a photoactivated carbonyl dissociation. To support this
proposition, we performed time resolved Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy experiments
that found evidence supporting our proposed mechanism. Based on these experimental results,
we have proposed a new catalytic cycle.
The determination of collisional cross section is a powerful tool in analytical chemistry
for distinguishing isomers. Techniques such as ion mobility spectrometry can be used to find the
collisional cross section of ions but require specialized equipment. Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometry is a widely used technique for determining ion
mass. A technique known as CRoss sectional Area from Fourier Transform Ion cyclotron
resonance (CRAFTI) uses a standard FTICR instrument to measure the collisional cross section
of ions. This is done by performing a Fourier transform on the data and measuring the Lorenztian
width of the peak at the resonant frequency and relating that to the exponential decay of the
signal in the time domain. We developed a new data analysis technique that is able to extract just
the signal at the resonant frequency in the time domain and directly fit the exponential decay.
This new data analysis technique opens new possibilities for expanding the capabilities of
CRAFTI measurements, including simultaneous measurement of isomers and a new
experimental technique that could measure ions above the mass limit of traditional CRAFTI
measurements.
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CHAPTER 1: Introductions
1.1

Time Resolved FTIR Spectroscopy of Heterobimetallic Catalysts
Heterobimetallic catalysts are the focus of a rapidly growing body of research1.

Heterobimetallic catalysts have been given so much attention because of the potential they have
as catalysts with unique selectivity. Heterobimetallic catalysts can use the properties of two
different metal centers working together to give properties that neither metal center would have
on its own. The catalytic properties of these catalysts can be tuned by altering the structure of the
catalysts2. To improve upon existing heterobimetallic catalysts, as well as design new and better
catalysts, we first need to understand the mechanism that these catalysts use. There are many
techniques that are useful in determining the mechanisms of these catalysts including NMR,
infrared spectroscopy, and computational methods. This thesis will focus on infrared
spectroscopy.
Infrared spectroscopy measures molecular vibrations which allows us to infer molecular
structure. Additionally, computational chemistry allows us to calculate the vibrational
frequencies, and absorption cross section to any molecule or molecular complex, which we can
then compare to measured spectra. For steady state spectroscopy this allows us to identify most
chemical functional groups. For transient spectra, it is difficult to get a large enough
concentration to measure the spectrum accurately. Molecules that contain a carbonyl group
bonded to a metal center have very strong IR absorbances that allow for detection of very low
concentrations. Additionally, carbonyl groups behave differently when bound to metal centers in
two significant ways. The molar absorptivity is greatly increased, and the frequency of vibration
is decreased. A free CO molecule has a very low molar absorptivity due to its small dipole, and
absorbs at between 2100 and 2200 cm−1, A CO bound to a metal has a very high molar
1

absorptivity and absorbs between 1900 and 2000 cm−1 . The frequency of IR light that a carbonyl
group absorbs depends on the bond strength in the C-O triple bond. This bond strength is

lowered if the metal atom donates electron density into the antibonding orbitals of the C-O triple
bond, which lowers the frequency of absorption. Other ligands coordinated to the metal center
will change the electron density around the metal atom, and therefore change the amount of
electron density that is donated into the C-O triple bond. This can be used as a direct probe of the
electronic dynamics on the metal center.
One example3 of the effect ligands can have on carbonyl absorption taken from previous
work in the Asplund lab is shown in figure 1-1. Figure 1-1 shows a change in absorbance
spectrum of W(CO)6 as it converts to W(CO)5 (methylcyclohexane) and then converts to

W(CO)5 (benzene) over the course of several 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 as shown in Equation 1. At time zero the
hν

C6 𝐻𝐻6

W(CO)6 → W(CO)5 (C6 H11 CH3 ) �⎯� W(CO)5 (𝐶𝐶6 𝐻𝐻6 ) + C6 H11 CH3

(1-1)

W(CO)6 is exposed to UV light, causing a carbonyl to dissociate forming W(CO)5 . This

coordinatively unsaturated complex interacts with the solvent on a femtosecond time scale to
form W(CO)5 (methylcyclohexane)4. The W(CO)5 (methylcyclohexane) complex has two CO
absorbances at 1953 and 1929 cm−1 that are the symmetric and anti-symmetric stretches of the

remaining carbonyl groups. Benzene is a much better ligand than methylcyclohexane because it
has filled 𝜋𝜋 orbitals that can interact with the metal center and methylcyclohexane only has 𝜎𝜎

interactions available. Therefore, the benzene will quickly outcompete the solvent. As the

W(CO)5 (methylcyclohexane) converts to W(CO)5 (benzene) the peaks at 1953 and 1929 cm−1
decay and two new peaks at 1950 and 1925 cm−1 form. Benzene is a better electron donor than

methylcyclohexane, which allows the tungsten atom to donate more electron density into the C-

2

O triple bond in the carbonyl group. This weakens the C-O bond, which shifts the vibrational
modes to slightly lower energy. Because the vibrational frequency of carbonyl groups bound to
metal centers changes so much with changes to molecular structure, infrared measurements can
be useful in monitoring how the molecular structure changes over the course of a reaction.

Figure 1-1: Carbonyl change in absorption spectrum during the conversion of
W(CO)5(methylcyclohexane) to W(CO)5(benzene) as shown in Equation 1. Taken from
reference 3.
The subset of infrared spectroscopy that this thesis will address is Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. FTIR spectroscopy uses an instrumental setup like the one shown
in figure 1-2. Infrared light is sent from the source through a beam splitter that reflects half the
light and transmits the other half. One half of the light is reflected off a stationary mirror, then
back to the beam splitter and into the detector. The other half of the light is reflected off a
movable mirror that scans back and forth throughout the measurement before passing through
the beam splitter and to the detector. The two halves of the light interfere with each other before
getting to the detector. When the stationary mirror and the movable mirror are equidistant from
3

the beam splitter the two halves of the light will have purely constructive interference at all
frequencies because they will be perfectly in phase. However, at all other points in the path of
the moving mirror there will be some frequencies that have constructive interference and some
that have destructive interference. The detector does not differentiate frequencies and only
measures the overall intensity of all frequencies combined.

IR Source
Moving Mirror
Sample

Beam Splitter

Detector

Stationary Mirror
Figure 1-2: Diagram of an FTIR spectrometer. Half of the infrared light is reflected off the
beam splitter (shown in blue) while the other half is transmitted through (shown in red).
The resulting output of the detector is called an interferogram. An example of an
interferogram is shown on the left in figure 1-3. The x axis of the interferogram is given in time,
but because the mirror is moving over the course of the experiment it can be used as a proxy for
mirror position. The maximum at the center of the interferogram is the position where there is
only constructive interference. Performing a Fourier transform on the interferogram gives a
transmission spectrum, called a single beam, that shows how much of each frequency was
4

measured by the detector. An example of a single beam spectrum is shown in the center of figure
𝐼𝐼

1-3. The absorbance of a molecule is defined as 𝐴𝐴 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐼𝐼 where 𝐼𝐼 is the single beam of the
0

sample and 𝐼𝐼0 is the single beam of a background measurement, which is typically the solvent.

An example of an absorbance spectrum is given on the right in figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Examples of interferogram (left), single beam (center), and absorbance
spectrum (right). Performing a Fourier transform of the interferogram returns the single
𝑰𝑰
beam spectrum. The absorbance spectrum is found by 𝑨𝑨 = −𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝑰𝑰 where I is the single
beam and I0 is the single beam of the background measurement.

𝟎𝟎

The absorbance spectrum shows us the difference in absorbance between the sample
measurement and the background measurement. If the sample absorbs more light at a given
frequency than the background the absorbance spectrum will show a positive peak and if the
sample absorbs less at a given frequency than the background, then the absorbance spectrum will
show a negative peak. A time resolved absorbance spectrum can be obtained by collecting
several interferograms in rapid succession and plotting the resulting absorbance spectra side by
side.
Time resolved FTIR has previously been used to determine the mechanism of various
photoactivated reactions involving metal compounds with carbonyl groups. One example of
these types of experiments is research published by Dougherty et al.5. In this case Dougherty
looked primarily at the compound Rh(CO)2 (acac). When Rh(CO)2 (acac) is exposed to UV light
5

one of the carbonyl groups dissociates from the metal center and a solvent molecule takes its
place.
Dougherty measured the progress of the photoactivated reaction of Rh(CO)2 (acac) by

collecting an IR spectrum every 0.39 ps. Carbonyl groups bound to metal centers absorb very

strongly around 2000 cm−1, commonly called the CO stretch region. The exact wavelength that

they absorb is dependent on the structure of the molecule. Therefore, these peaks can be used to
identify changes in structure of the overall molecule.
Figure 1-4 shows the change in absorbance spectrum of Rh(CO)2 (acac) at several time

increments before and after UV excitation. The spectrum on the bottom shows no signal because
it is before UV excitation and therefore there is no change in absorbance. The next spectrum
from the bottom is at 1.67 ps after UV excitation. Here we see a negative peak at 2014.6 cm−1

and a broad feature to the right of the negative peak at 2000.5 cm−1 . As time progresses the
negative peak does not change but the peak to the right becomes more well defined.

The negative peak lines up with one of the CO stretches in Rh(CO)2 (acac). A negative

peak, also known as a bleach, in a change in absorbance spectrum means that there is less

absorbance at that frequency than there was before the UV excitation, which happens when the
concentration of the parent molecule decreases. Rh(CO)2 (acac) has two carbonyl stretches at

2014 and 2085 cm−1, so we would expect to see bleaches at both of those frequencies after one
of the carbonyls is ejected. Figure 1-4 only shows up to 2050 cm−1 so the 2085 cm−1 bleach is
not visible, but it is there.

6

Figure 1-4: Change in absorbance spectra of Rh(CO)2(acac) in n-hexane after UV
excitation. Taken from reference 5.
The newly formed peak at 2000.5 cm−1 is attributable to the carbonyl stretch of the

product of the photoreaction, which is RhCO(acac)(n-hexane). Initially it is very broad and not
well defined because the product is vibrationally hot from the photoexcitation. As the molecule
vibrationally cools by transferring energy to the solvent, the peak narrows and shifts to slightly
higher wavenumbers. To demonstrate that this narrowing and slight blue-shifting is due to
vibrational relaxation this same experiment was performed in multiple solvents. Some of the
solvents resulted in product peaks too broad to quantify the rate of narrowing, but for the
solvents that gave narrow enough peaks it was clear that the different solvents resulted in
different rates of narrowing. This supports the hypothesis that the narrowing is caused by

7

vibrational relaxation because the solvent plays a critical role in vibrational relaxation and would
affect the rate of relaxation.
This research demonstrates the utility of time resolved FTIR in studying the mechanisms
of reactions. The time resolved nature of Dougherty’s measurements gave additional insight into
the product. Specifically, they were able to show the vibrationally hot nature of the photoproduct
and measure how that changed with different solvents.
With a high enough time resolution, time resolved FTIR can be used to determine the
structure of reaction intermediates. Brookes et al.6 used time resolved FTIR to study the
photochemistry of [CpFe(CO)2 ]2. This compound has a complex series of reactions that can
happen when exposed to UV or visible light and has therefore been the subject of extensive
research.

Figure 1-5: Structure of trans-[CpFe(CO)2]2 and the two primary reaction pathways. Taken
from reference 6.
The molecule [CpFe(CO)2 ]2 has two bridging and two terminal carbonyl groups. It also

has two isomers, a cis and a trans isomer, that can interconvert at room temperature. The

structure of the trans isomer is shown in figure 1-5. When exposed to UV or visible light, this
8

compound can follow one of two primary reaction pathways. The first reaction pathway is the
ejection of a terminal carbonyl, which results in the formation of a triply bridged compound. The
second reaction pathway is the severing of the iron-iron bond and the formation of two iron
radicals. The structure of the product of both reaction pathways is shown in figure 1-5.
Experiments have shown that when [CpFe(CO)2 ]2 is exposed to UV light in the presence

of THF, the product CpCOFe(μ − CO)2 Fe(THF)Cp is formed. However, neither the triply

bridged product nor the radical product reacts with THF to form that product. From this, Brookes
inferred that there must be an intermediate that does react with THF that has not been previously
identified. One proposed structure for this precursor intermediate is CpCOFe(μ − CO)2 FeCp.
Time resolved FTIR was used to look for clues as to the structure of this intermediate.

Figure 1-6 shows a change in absorbance spectrum of [CpFe(CO)2 ]2 at three different

times after UV excitation. The bleaches line up with the carbonyl peaks in the parent compound.
The two bleaches at higher wavenumbers come from the terminal carbonyls while the bleach
below 1800 cm−1 comes from the bridging carbonyls. The first measurement at 1 ps only shows
broad, poorly defined features because the products are vibrationally hot. However, by 20 ps

there are three well defined peaks that have formed. The peak at 1824 cm−1 is the triply bridged
product and the peaks at 1936 and 2006 cm−1 come from the radical product. If the identity of

this structure truly was CpCOFe(μ − CO)2 FeCp we would expect to see peaks at 1781 and 1949

cm−1 . No peaks are visible at those frequencies, indicating that this precursor intermediate is

something other than CpCOFe(μ − CO)2 FeCp. However, it is still possible that those peaks were

there in the data, but that they were not visible underneath the broad features of the other
vibrationally hot species.

9

Figure 1-6: Change in absorbance spectrum of [CpFe(CO)2]2 after UV excitation. Taken
from reference 6.
Brookes also investigated another intermediate that had been previously observed as a
peak at 1908 cm−1 . One proposed structure for this intermediate was CpCOFe(μ − CO)FeCOCp.
The previous experiment that led to this proposed intermediate could not measure below 1780

cm−1 and did not detect the presence of a bridging carbonyl. It is possible for bridging carbonyls

to absorb below 1780 cm−1 so their setup could not rule out CpCOFe(μ − CO)FeCOCp as a

structure for the intermediate. Brookes did measurements all the way down to 1720 cm−1 and

10

still did not see any bridging carbonyl peaks. This means that the previous assignment of this
intermediate is unlikely to be accurate.
Brookes proposed [CpFeCO]2 as an alternate structure for this intermediate. In this

structure, both bridging carbonyls in the parent compound are ejected, leaving only the terminal
carbonyls. Previous research has shown that as the intermediate peak at 1908 cm−1 decays, the
peak at 1824 cm−1 which corresponds to the triply bridged product increases. From this it has
previously been concluded that the intermediate decays into the triply bridged product.

If the structure of the intermediate is [CpFeCO]2 then decaying into the triply bridged

product would require reacting with a CO molecule. To test if this was the case, Brookes

performed measurements under an Ar atmosphere and under a CO atmosphere and looked at the
rate of decay in the 1908 cm−1 peak. The peak decays in both cases, but the decay was

significantly slower under the Ar atmosphere than the CO atmosphere. This supports the
assignment of this intermediate’s structure as [CpFeCO]2 , though it does not completely confirm
it.

This research demonstrates how time resolved FTIR can help assign structures to reaction
intermediates. Proposed structures can be ruled out or supported by looking at what peaks and
bleaches should be in the spectrum for a given structure and comparing it to what is
experimentally observed. Analysis of the kinetics visible in time resolved FTIR is also a useful
tool for determining if a given structure is possible as an intermediate.
Time resolved FTIR is a powerful technique on its own, but it can be combined with
other techniques for even better results. Sawyer et al.7 used a combination of time resolved FTIR
and DFT calculations to determine the mechanism of the photoactive catalyst Cp∗ W(CO)3 Bpin,
used in the functionalization of CH bonds. The catalyst structure is shown in Figure 1-7.
11

Previous DFT calculations had proposed two possible mechanisms for catalysis. The first
proposed mechanism involved 𝜎𝜎-bond metathesis, the second mechanism involved an oxidative

addition step, rather than the 𝜎𝜎-bond metathesis. Both mechanisms are shown in Figure 1-7. This
reaction had been previously studied experimentally and computationally, but the intermediates
had not yet been observed.

Figure 1-7: Two proposed mechanisms for the catalytic mechanism of Cp*W(CO)3Bpin in
the functionalization of a C-H bond. Figure taken from reference 7.
Both proposed mechanisms have the same initial two steps. First, there is a
photodissociation of one of the carbonyl groups to form Cp∗ W(CO)2 Bpin. The now empty

coordination site is then filled by a pentane molecule. At this point the two mechanisms diverge.
In the 𝜎𝜎-bond metathesis mechanism one of the hydrogen atoms from the pentane is transferred

to the Bpin. The Bpin then transfers to the pentane, leaving the hydrogen directly coordinated to
the tungsten center. The final step is the newly functionalized pentane leaving the catalyst.
Previous DFT studies had found that this mechanism was accessible at room temperature and
that it was more energetically favorable than the oxidative addition mechanism. However, 𝜎𝜎-

bond metathesis is typically seen with high valent metal centers and the tungsten in this reaction
is low valent.
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In the oxidative addition mechanism, after the pentane coordinates to the metal center, a
C-H bond in the pentane is broken and the hydrogen and the rest of the molecule separately
coordinate to the metal center. Then there is a reductive elimination step where the Bpin binds to
the pentane and the functionalized pentane leaves the catalyst. DFT studies also showed this
mechanism to be accessible at room temperature, but not as energetically favorable as the 𝜎𝜎-

bond metathesis mechanism. At one point this was the more favored reaction because similar
oxidative addition mechanisms are common in other C-H bond functionalization reactions.

Figure 1-8: FTIR spectra of Cp*W(CO)3Bpin in pentane after UV excitation. Taken from
reference 7.
To determine which of these mechanisms is more likely to be the true mechanism,
Sawyer used a combination of DFT calculations and time resolved FTIR. The carbonyl
13

functional groups on the metal center can be easily seen in FTIR measurements and they change
frequency as the molecule changes. DFT calculations can then be used to assign features in the
FTIR spectra with specific intermediates. Figure 1-8 shows a series of time resolved IR spectra
after UV excitation of the molecule in pentane.
In the spectra shown in figure 1-8 there are three bleaches at 1899, 1914, and 2000 cm−1 .

These correspond to the carbonyl peaks in the parent compound. Negative peaks at those

frequencies confirm the initial photolysis of a carbonyl during the first step shown in figure 1-7.
There are two peaks at 1888 and 1978 cm−1 that appear after excitation that quickly decay away
and are completely gone by 500 ps. Based on DFT calculations these peaks were assigned as
carbonyl peaks in the Cp∗ W(CO)3 radical. This compound is not part of the C-H
functionalization mechanism.

There are also two peaks at 1844 and 1931 cm−1 that match very closely with the DFT

predicted peaks for the 𝜎𝜎-alkane intermediate in the 𝜎𝜎-bond metathesis mechanism. The peak at
1844 cm−1 is actually two peaks overlapped with each other, as shown in figure 1-9. These two

separate, but very similar peaks are attributable to the cis and trans isomers shown in the 𝜎𝜎-bond
metathesis mechanism in Figure 1-7.

Sawyer concludes that the 𝜎𝜎-bond metathesis mechanism is the correct mechanism for

the C-H bond functionalization catalyzed by Cp∗ W(CO)3 Bpin. This research shows how

powerful DFT and time resolved FTIR can be when used in conjunction with each other.
These examples show that time resolved infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool for
determining the reaction intermediates and reaction mechanisms of organometallic compounds
that involve carbonyl groups. The ability to use computational methods to predict vibrational
frequencies that can be compared to measured transient infrared spectra makes it a very powerful
14

technique for solving reaction mechanisms. In our research we applied similar techniques to
determine the reaction pathway of a Cu-Fe heterobimetallic catalyst.

Figure 1-9: σ-alkane peaks at 1844 and 1852 cm-1 at 2 and 1000 ps after excitation. Taken
from reference 7.
1.2

Time Domain Analysis of CRAFTI Data
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) is a widely

used mass spectrometry technique. Our research focused on developing new ways of analyzing
the data collected from FTICR-MS instrumentation. In FTICR-MS ions are suspended in a
magnetic field inside a sample cell.8 A diagram of the sample cell is shown in figure 1-10. Two
of the walls of the sample cell are plates known as excite plates that can generate an alternating
electric field inside the sample cell. This alternating electric field causes the ions to begin
coherently orbiting about some point in the sample cell in phase with the excitation. They will
orbit at their cyclotron frequency, which is determined by their mass to charge ratio and the
strength of the magnetic field. As the ions orbit, they will group together into an ion packet. As
the excite plates continue to add energy to the ion packet, its orbit radius increases. Once the ions
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have been sufficiently excited, the excite plates are turned off. The ion packet will continue to
orbit but will slowly lose energy over time as ions collide with background gas.

Figure 1-10: Diagram of an FTICR cell. Excite plates (red) create an electric field that
excites the ions into a rotation. The detect plates (blue) then detect the ions to get the
resonant frequency of the ions.
The other two walls of the sample cells are detect plates that give signal each time the ion
packet passes by. After the excite plates are turned off the detect plates are used to collect signal
as the ion packet slowly loses energy. During this period, the ion packet will orbit at the resonant
frequency of the ions, which depends on the mass of the ions and the strength of the magnetic
field. Performing a Fourier transform of the time-domain signal measured by the detect plates
gives the frequency of ion rotation, shown in figure 1-11. This frequency can then be used to
calculate the mass of the ions.
Dearden and co-workers9 have developed an FTICR-MS technique called CRoss
sectional Area from Fourier Transform Ion cyclotron resonance (CRAFTI). This technique uses
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Figure 1-11: Example of data collected from an FTICR measurement before and after
performing a Fourier transform.
the same instrument as a typical FTICR-MS measurement but it uses a known ion mass, and
measures collisional cross section. Measuring collisional cross section can be very useful in the
structural determination of isomers. For example, proteins have the same mass whether folded or
unfolded, but might have very different cross-sectional areas. Because of this, techniques that
can measure cross section, are widely used in various fields of chemistry. One of the most
common methods for measuring collisional cross section is Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS).
In IMS ions are pulled through a tube filled with neutral gas by an electric field. Ions with
larger collisional cross sections will have more collisions with the neutral gas and will therefore
take longer to reach the end of the tube where the detector is. By measuring the time it takes ions
to traverse the length of the tube we can measure the collisional cross section.
The environment inside an FTICR instrument bears some resemblance to the
environment inside an IMS instrument. In both cases the ions are propelled through space and
have collisions with neutral gas particles. CRAFTI allows us to take advantage of the similarities
between the FTICR-MS and IMS instrumentation to measure the collisional cross section of ions
without the need for specialized IMS instrumentation.
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CRAFTI is able to measure the collisional cross section by looking at how the amplitude
of the FTICR signal changes over time. There are two primary factors that influence the
amplitude of an FTICR-MS signal, radius of ion rotation and number of ions in the ion packet.
As the radius of rotation increases the ions get closer to the detect plates, which causes the signal
amplitude to increase. However, this effect is held constant in CRAFTI measurements because
no excitation is occurring during the measurement. Instead, the change in amplitude measured in
CRAFTI is assumed to be caused by a change in the number of ions in the ion packet. More ions
in the packet means a bigger charge for the detect plates to measure, which means a larger signal
amplitude.
As the ions rotate about the sample chamber they have collisions with the background
gas. These collisions can be either dissipative or decohering. A dissipative collision is a collision
that removes energy from the ion but does not knock it out of the ion packet. A decohering
collision is a collision that results in the ion being completely removed from the ion packet. In
CRAFTI all collisions are assumed to be decohering. Over time, fewer and fewer ions remain in
the ion packet, until eventually the signal has decayed to nothing.
By measuring the rate of decay of the signal, we can calculate the cross-sectional area of
the ions, since ions with larger cross-sectional areas will have more collisions with background
gas molecules. Thus, the signal decay provides information on the cross section. The rate of
decay can be directly obtained by fitting the raw signal to an exponential decay. However, the
raw signal contains a lot of noise, often having a signal to noise ratio less than one and could
contain peaks for more than one type of ion. To isolate the signal from the ion of interest the
signal is Fourier transformed and the peak at the resonant frequency is analyzed. When the
Fourier transform is performed the signal is condensed into a single peak at the resonant
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frequency, but the noise is spread evenly across the entire spectrum. This can increase the signal
to noise ratio by a factor of nearly seven thousand. The decay of the ion signal is assumed to be
an exponential decay, which gives a Fourier transform that is a Lorentzian peak. Equation 1-2
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(1-2)

shows the relationship between the exponential decay and the Lorentzian peak. The Lorentzian
width Γ appears in the exponential decay equation as the decay constant. This allows us to

measure the Lorentzian width to find the decay constant, and therefore the collisional cross
section of the ions.
Using CRAFTI Dearden and co-workers measured the cross section for several ions of
different size and compared the CRAFTI cross sections to computationally derived cross
sections. Figure 1-12 compares the results of these two methods. CRAFTI shows close
agreement with previously established methods of measuring cross sectional area.
This thesis will describe a new method to perform the same analysis as used in CRAFTI
using the time domain signal rather than the frequency domain. Our data analysis technique
allows us to remove noise from the raw signal to directly fit the exponential decay rather than
fitting the Lorentzian width. This new technique is equally accurate at finding cross-sectional
area and has a few additional advantages. One advantage of the time domain analysis is that
fitting a curve to an exponential is easier than fitting it to a Lorentzian peak. This allows us to do
more complex fitting. For example, getting the cross sections of two ions with the same mass to
charge ratio but different cross sections would be very difficult when fitting to a Lorentzian peak.
However, fitting the decay to a biexponential and extracting both decay constants is relatively
easy.
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Figure 1-12: Comparison of cross section determined by CRAFTI and an established
computational method. Taken from reference 9.
Time domain analysis also opens the door for potential new techniques. We have begun
work on a new technique for using FTICR instrumentation to measure cross section that relies on
our time domain analysis to extract the phase of the ion packet as a function of time. If this new
technique works, it will be able to measure the cross-sectional area of ions that cannot be
measured with traditional CRAFTI. We call this technique phase-CRAFTI.
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CHAPTER 2: FTIR Spectroscopy Methods
2.1 Flash Experiments
Pump probe methods are extremely powerful for determining catalytic mechanisms
because they allow intermediates to be directly measured in a reaction. This work shows the
application of pump probe methods to photoactivated catalysts. Pump probe experiments were
pioneered by Norrish and Porter, who were awarded a Nobel Prize for this important
contribution. In pump probe FTIR methods there is a pump pulse that initiates the reaction at a
specific time and a probe that measures the effect of the pump at times after the pump pulse. In
our case the pump was a UV laser pulse, and the probe was the IR light in our FTIR
spectrometer. Pump probe experiments are especially useful because the pump pulse defines a
starting time for the reaction. We can then use various methods to measure what happens after
that starting point.
We performed three different types of FTIR experiments at second, millisecond, and
microsecond timescales. Each of the three timescales required different methods to measure. The
first type of measurements is called a flash experiment. Flash experiments measure data on a
timescale of seconds to minutes. The sample is placed in a sample cell, exposed to the UV laser,
and then probed with the IR light at various time intervals ranging from every 2 seconds to every
1 hour. This technique was used to measure the progression of slow reactions and to get static
measurements of the sample before and after UV excitation. Flash measurements have very low
time resolution, but they have several advantages. Each measurement can consist of several
scans that are averaged together, resulting in much better signal to noise than other techniques.
Flash experiments can be performed with one pump pulse at the beginning of the experiment or
be continuously pumped throughout the experiment.
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Figure 2-1 shows an example of what data from a flash experiment will look like. The
change in absorbance for the measurement before excitation is zero because nothing has
happened to change the sample yet. The change in absorbance for the measurement after
excitation has a negative peak, referred to as a bleach, where the parent compound had been
previously absorbing and positive peaks where the product absorbs.
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Figure 2-1: Flash data for Mo(CO)6. The Δ absorbance before excitation (blue) is zero. The
Δ absorbance after excitation (red) has one negative peak where the parent compound
absorbed and two positive peaks where the product absorbs.
2.2 Rapid Scan Experiments
The second type of experiment we did were rapid scan measurements. These
measurements collect data on the millisecond timescale. In this technique we set the speed of the
moving mirror in the FTIR spectrometer to a faster speed than in a flash experiment. In our case
we used the fastest speed available to our instrument, which is listed as 160 kHz. A HeNe laser is
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used to keep track of the position of the moving mirror. The speed of the mirror is given in kHz,
which is in reference to how many zero crossings of the HeNe laser the mirror moves past in a
second. The wavelength of the HeNe laser is 632 nm, with two zero crossings happening per
wavelength. At 160 kHz the mirror is passing 160 zero crossings every millisecond, which
translates to a speed of 50,560 nm/ms. The distance the mirror must travel is dependent on the
resolution. At the resolution of our measurements, at the speed derived above, the mirror can
travel from one end to the other and back in 56 ms.
For even faster data collection, we also collected an interferogram as the mirror was
moving both forwards and backwards to get data twice as often. Interferograms would
theoretically be symmetrical, however they are not because the first half of the interferogram is
collected before the second half. Therefore, we can take a single interferogram, split it in half,
and then mirror image each half to get two symmetrical interferograms, shown in figure 2-2.
Using these methods, we can get four interferograms with each pass of the mirror, which gives
us one interferogram every 14 ms.
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Figure 2-2: The measured interferogram (left) is split in half and each half is mirror imaged
to get two full interferograms (right).
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Theoretically, these interferograms should not depend on which direction the mirror was
traveling or if it was made from the front or back half of the original interferogram. However,
due to experimental imperfections these four interferograms are slightly different. To account for
this difference, the first four interferograms of the measurement are used as four different
background measurements and when calculating the change in absorbance each point is divided
by the appropriate background interferogram. Even with this accommodation, the difference
between these four interferograms can be seen in the data. In figure 2-3, a pattern can be
observed in the intensity of the change in absorbance that repeats every four data points. This
does increase the noise of the measurements, but it is a small enough effect to not change the
overall shape of the peaks.

Figure 2-3: Rapid scan data for Mo(CO)6 with laser excitation at 400 ms.
Collecting data in this way can result in low signal to noise, so it was important that our
data was consistent enough to allow for ensemble averaging. To ensure that each measurement
had the same timing between the data collection and the UV laser pulse, we triggered the
instruments to begin collecting data with the laser itself. The UV laser was set to send out one
pulse every second. Between measurements the laser was blocked, and a photodiode was placed
near the laser block. The laser block was covered in white paper so that when the laser struck the
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block it would reflect enough light to trigger the photodiode. When the photodiode detected
light, it triggered the instrument to begin collecting data. The laser block was then removed
before the arrival of the second laser pulse. The second laser pulse was allowed to hit the sample
and then the block was replaced. This method ensured that for every measurement, data
collection began exactly one second before the UV laser struck the sample.
2.3 Step Scan Experiments
The most complicated and most important measurements we took were microsecond
timescale measurements. Our mirror could not move back and forth fast enough to collect data
on this timescale, so we employed a step-scan method. In this method, the moving mirror is held
in one position for the measurement, which gives us a time trace at that mirror position. Then the
mirror is moved one step and the measurement is repeated. Once a measurement has been taken

Figure 2-4: Figure 3. Simulated representation of data collection with a step-scan method.
The grey lines represent the time trace measured at each mirror position. Black lines
represent interferograms constructed from the time traces.
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at every position, the time traces can be compiled together, as shown in figure 2-4. At each time
step an interferogram can be constructed from the compilation of all time traces. These
interferograms can then be Fourier transformed to give us single beam spectrum at every time
step on a microsecond timescale. A single beam from the beginning of the measurement, before
laser excitation, is used as the background to get the change in absorbance spectrum. To prevent
noise, the moving mirror must be held still on the nanometer length scale. Keeping the mirror
this still requires protecting it from vibrations as much as possible. The instrument is placed on a
pneumatically isolated optical table and the room is kept as quiet as possible.
Building a full interferogram requires collecting data at 1000 mirror positions and the
sample will be exposed to 10 to 30 UV laser pulses at each mirror position. To prevent the
composition of the sample from changing significantly over the course of the experiment, the
sample was continuously flowed through the sample cell using the setup shown in figure 2-5.
Sample was pumped from a lower reservoir below the sample cell to a higher reservoir above the

Upper Reservoir

Sample Cell

Peristaltic Pump

Lower Reservoir

Figure 2-5: Diagram of continuous flow setup for step scan method.
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sample cell using a peristaltic pump. The pump was set on a block of foam padding to prevent
any vibrations from interfering with the measurement. The sample was then flowed from the
higher reservoir, through the cell, to the lower reservoir using gravity. Because the flow of the
sample is caused by gravity instead of a pump, the flow is smooth and continuous. Protecting the
measurement from vibrations and pulses in the flow is important because those motions can
couple with the moving mirror that we are holding stationary during the measurement. This
motion would cause frequencies to appear in the interferogram that are caused by mirror
vibrations rather than sample absorbance. The entire setup was kept under nitrogen pressure
because the catalyst is unstable in atmosphere.
Figure 2-6 shows an example of microsecond data. It looks very similar to millisecond
data, except that it does not have the repeating noise that comes from the four different
interferograms. The microsecond data also gives us more detailed information about the
progression of the reaction immediately after excitation.

Figure 2-6: Microsecond data for Mo(CO)6 with laser excitation at 165 μs.
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CHAPTER 3: Published Work
Reprinted from reference 1010. I hereby confirm that the use of this article is compliant with all
publishing agreements.
3.1

Abstract
Heterodinuclear complexes with a direct metal–metal bond offer the possibility of unique

mechanisms and intermediates. The Cp(CO)2 Fe– Cu(IPr) (IPr = N, N − bis(2,6 −

diisopropylphenyl)imidazol − 2 − ylidene) heterodinuclear complex 1 was reported to

photochemically catalyze arene borylation. To examine possible initial steps of photoinitiated
catalysis, we synthesized a triethylsilyl-substituted Fe–Cu catalyst derivative 5 that provided
cyclohexane solubility to conduct time-resolved UV–IR studies. Time-resolved vibrational
spectroscopic measurements suggest that photolysis of 5 stimulates CO dissociation without Fe–
Cu metal–metal bond cleavage. UV–IR measurements of 5 with added pinacolborane (HBPin)
showed a very similar set of IR bleaches and a new monocarbonyl IR absorbance, and HBPin
appears to stabilize the monocarbonyl species. This suggests that arene borylation catalysis may
begin with a photochemical step rather than a relatively endothermic thermal-induced cleavage
of the Fe–Cu bond, and therefore a new possible catalytic cycle is proposed.

3.2 Introduction
Compared to catalysts with a single metal and ligand framework, transition-metal
heterodinuclear catalysts with a direct metal–metal bond offer the potential of unique
mechanisms and intermediates, oxidation states, reactivity, and selectivity, especially for bond
activation reactions1, 2, 11. One way dinuclear catalysts induce unique mechanisms and reactivity
is through activation of substrates across two metal centers (e.g., dinuclear oxidative addition,
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figure 3-1). While heterodinuclear-mediated and catalyzed reactions were reported for classic
transformations, such as alkene and ketone hydrogenation12, α-olefin hydroformylation13,
ethylene polymerization14, and olefin metathesis15, recently there has been a large effort to
exploit dinuclear catalysts for very challenging transformations16. However, a major limitation to
the further design and use of heterodinuclear catalysts is the identification of catalytic
intermediates and mechanisms. In many heterodinuclear-catalyzed reactions the mechanism
responsible for unique reactivity and/or selectivity is unknown.
Mankad recently reported the photochemical catalytic arene borylation using the
Cp(CO)2 Fe– Cu(IPr) heterodinuclear complex 1 (figure 3-1c; (IPr = N,N-bis(2,6-

diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene))17. In this reaction with yields up to 70%, the B–H bond

of pinacolborane (HBpin) and the C–H bond of arenes are activated and coupled, which for
benzene results in phenylboronoic acid pinacol ester (PhBpin). Based on earlier work from
Hartwig18, the original mechanistic proposal involved thermal HBpin bond activation to generate
the pair of mononuclear species (IPr)Cu–H and Cp(CO)2 Fe– BPin (figure 3-1c). Then,

photopromoted CO ejection leads to the mononuclear, coordinately unsaturated Cp(CO)Fe–BPin
intermediate that reacts with benzene to produce PhBpin. A ligand crossover experiment was
performed as evidence of thermal/dark reactions for ligand exchange with complex 1. For
example, mixing (IPr)CuFeCp∗ (CO)2 with (IMes)CuFeCp(CO)2 (IMes = N, N′ − bis(2,4,6 −
trimethylphenyl)imidazol − 2 − ylidene) results in (IPr)CuFeCp(CO)2 and

(IMes)CuFeCp∗ (CO)2 . However, this thermal crossover reaction required 48 h to reach

equilibrium, and on the basis of density functional theory (DFT) calculations, Keith and Mankad
proposed a direct bimolecular reaction that is likely unconnected to borylation catalysis19.
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Figure 3-1: (A) Schematic view of bond activation reactions across a heterodinuclear
metal–metal bond; (b) Mankad’s Fe–Cu photochemical heterodinuclear-catalyzed benzene
borylation reaction; (c) Previously proposed catalytic cycle involving dinuclear thermal
(dark) B–H bond activation, mononuclear CO photodissociation, and reformation of the
Fe–Cu catalyst 1 (IPr = N,N-Bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene); (d) Alternative
first catalytic step involving photodissociation of CO from 1 to generate a coordinatively
unsaturated heterodinuclear intermediate.
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The initial steps of this borylation process are intriguing because there are several
possible species that could be photoactivated during catalysis. The thermal B–H bond activation
across the Fe–Cu bond leading to (IPr)Cu– H and Cp(CO)2 Fe– BPin mononuclear species is

endothermic by more than 25 kcal/mol. This suggests that there would be a low concentration of
the Cp(CO)2 Fe– BPin intermediate available for photoactivation, and the quantum yields of these
types of metal–carbonyl complexes are typically low. Alternative to photoactivation of a

mononuclear intermediate, it could be possible that catalyst 1 undergoes CO photodissociation to
initiate catalysis. However, this catalyst has a single Fe–Cu metal–metal bond that could
fragment upon irradiation rather than CO dissociation. CO photodissociation from 1 would give
the monocarbonyl intermediate (IPr)CuFeCp(CO), which could then undergo dinuclear B–H
activation and subsequent arene borylation.
One approach to examine the feasibility of heterodinuclear CO photodissociation to
initiate catalysis is to use time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy to directly detect the
monocarbonyl (IPr)CuFeCp(CO) intermediate20. In this work we report the synthesis and X-ray
characterization of a triethylsilyl-substituted Fe–Cu catalyst that provided cyclohexane solubility
to conduct time-resolved UV/IR studies. We also present time-resolved vibrational spectroscopic
measurements that show that photolysis of this triethylsilyl catalyst derivative with UV light
suggests that CO photodissociation from 1 is plausible without metal–metal bond cleavage
(figure 3-1d). Based on these studies, it is possible to propose a new catalytic cycle for
photocatalytic arene borylation.
3.3

Results and Discussion
To identify the initial photogenerated intermediates, time-resolved IR measurement of the

CO vibrational spectrum was performed with 1. However, initial measurements in benzene
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solvent showed overlap of the Fe–CO modes with vibrational modes in the solvent, making
identification of intermediates very difficult. Alkane solvents have no absorbances in the metal–
CO region of the IR spectrum, but the dinuclear catalyst 1 is not soluble in alkanes at high
enough concentrations to allow measurement of transient vibrational spectra. To address this
limitation, we synthesized a silyl-substituted version of the Fe–Cu complex (5, figure 3-2) that
provided significant solubility in cyclohexane, and the silyl-appended catalyst is competent for
borylation17.

Figure 3-2: (a) Synthetic scheme for the triethylsilyl-substituted Fe–Cu complex 5; (b) Xray structure of 5.
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The synthesis of complex 5 began with protection of commercially available imidazolium
ligand 2 with borane at the 2-position. Next, deprotonation of the imidazole with n-butyllithium
followed by quenching with chlorotriethylsilane provided silylated imidazole 321. The borane
group was then removed by treatment with triflic acid and methanol, and the corresponding
imidazolium salt was exposed to sodium tert-butoxide and CuCl to provide the desired copper(I)
carbene complex 4. To finish the synthesis, complex 4 was treated with anionic potassium
cyclopentadienyldicarbonylferrate (KFp) to provide the final heterobimetallic complex 5 in 79%
yield. X-ray quality single crystals of complex 2 were grown via vapor diffusion with hexanes
and toluene, and the X-ray crystal structure is shown in figure 3-2b. Importantly, while the
addition of the triethylsilane imparted solubility in cyclohexane, it did not significantly impact
the bonding of the Fe–Cu complex. For example, the Fe–Cu distance in 5 is 2.349 Å, which is
nearly identical with 1 (2.346 Å)22.
With a cyclohexane soluble version of the Fe–Cu catalyst synthesized, we proceeded
with time-resolved FTIR experiments. Alkane solutions are typically viewed as weakly
coordinating solvents but can induce caging effects23. Spectroscopic measurements were
performed by using a modified Bruker IFS-66 FTIR spectrometer in rapid scan mode for
millisecond resolution and step scan mode for microsecond resolution. The detector was a smallarea mercury cadmium teluride (MCT) detector with a rise time of 10 ns and an optical filter
which limited the signal to the M–CO stretching region from 1400 to 2150 cm–1. The internal

14-bit digitizer was used, yielding spectra with a resolution of 4 cm–1 every 5 μs in step-scan
mode and spectra every 14 ms in rapid scan mode. UV light for excitation was from a

Continuum Powerlite 9100 YAG laser, with frequency-tripling optics which yielded 9 ns pulses
at 355 nm. Pulse energies were kept less than 5 mJ to minimize sample degradation and thermal
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effects. This wavelength was selected because complexes 5 and 1 have broad absorption bands in
the UV from 300 to 400 nm (see the Supporting Information), and so the 355 nm laser light will
excite the complex to the same excited electronic state as the mercury lamp used by Mankad.
Samples were 3 mM in concentration, were prepared in an oxygen- and water-free environment,
and were purged with nitrogen gas during measurement to keep them air and water free.
Figure 3-3 shows the IR absorption spectrum of complex 5 in the CO stretch region and
the transient IR spectrum change 45 μs after UV excitation. The symmetric and antisymmetric
Fe–CO stretches of 5 occur at 1869 and 1925 cm–1 and show a decrease in absorbance after

excitation. In addition, a new absorption peak appears at 1888 cm–1 indicative of the formation

of a monocarbonyl species. This suggests that UV excitation causes CO photodissociation from 5
to generate a coordinatively unsaturated (Et 3 Si– IPr)CuFeCp(CO) intermediate. Consistent with

Figure 3-3: Static IR absorption spectrum (in cm-1) of Fe–Cu complex 5 in cyclohexane
solution (red) and transient IR spectrum 45 μs after UV excitation (blue).
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these measurements, M06-L24 /6-31G**[LANL2DZ] (chosen because of the first-row transition
metals) DFT calculations in cyclohexane solvent gave antisymmetric and symmetric CO
stretches for 5 at 1857 and 1907 cm–1 (scaled by using a 0.952 factor25). The calculated

(Et 3 Si– IPr)CuFeCp(CO) structure gave a stretch at 1824 cm–1 , in qualitative agreement with

our measured spectra, but slightly shifted to lower frequency. Calculation of

(Et 3 Si– IPr)CuFeCp(CO) with a single cyclohexane within the Fe metal coordination sphere

increases the CO stretch frequency to 1929 cm–1 , which is closer to the measured absorbance.

Importantly, if UV excitation induced homolytic cleavage of the Fe–Cu bond, we would expect
to observe two new CO absorbances, which were not observed.
Unfortunately, complex 5 showed a relatively low quantum yield of 4% for CO
photodissociation. This is likely due to internal conversion to the electronic ground state and
nonradiative cooling. This somewhat complicated the IR spectrum because trace amounts of a
highly photoactive Cp2 Fe2 (CO)4 led to negative bleach peaks at 1792 and 1960 cm–1 and new

positive absorbance peaks at 1822 and 1933 cm–1 (Figure 3-3). To confirm these peaks are due

to Cp2 Fe2 (CO)4, Figure 3-4 shows the overlay of transient IR spectra of complex 5 at 45 μs after
excitation and Cp2 Fe2 (CO)4 50 μs after excitation.

George recently showed that after UV excitation this dimer undergoes loss of CO to form

a triply bridged Cp2 Fe2 (μ − CO)3 complex that is relatively stable with a spectrum that matches

ours (see Figures 3-3 and 3-4)6, 26. While these peaks are small in the static IR spectrum shown in
Figure 3-3, the quantum yield for CO dissociation for the iron dimer is >80%, and therefore
small concentrations can result in large bleach and absorbance peaks in the transient spectrum.
The presence of the dimer can be detected in the IR spectrum prior to UV light photolysis, which
indicates that while the NMR showed no unwanted side products a minor amount of iron dimer
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Figure 3-4: Transient IR spectra of complex 5 at 45 μs excitation (blue) and Cp2Fe2(CO)4
50 μs after excitation (red).
could not be removed. Alternatively, Cp2 Fe2 (CO)4 could potentially be generated from Fe–Cu

bond homolysis. Previous work has shown that metal–metal bond fragmentation is competitive
with CO photodissociation20. For example, for (CO)5 M– M(CO)5 type species there can be

competition between metal–metal bond homolysis, dissociation of CO, and nondissociative
relaxation27, and these routes are generally heavily influenced by excitation wavelength28. While
we cannot completely rule out that a minor amount of Cp2 Fe2 (CO)4 is formed under UV light

exposure due to Fe–Cu metal fragmentation29, this is less likely since this compound is present
prior to photolysis. Additionally, we do not see new CpFe(CO)2 absorbances in time-resolved

data (see below).
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Our assignment of a dicarbonyl to monocarbonyl change upon exposure to UV light is
consistent with many previous reports for mononuclear or homodinuclear complexes. For
example, as a comparison to our measured values, (acac)Rh(CO)2 in cyclohexane showed

dicarbonyl stretches at 2082 and 2013 cm–1 , and then the monocarbonyl showed a single stretch
at 1996 cm–1 5. For this (acac)Rh(CO)2 complex, the transient bleaches at the CO stretch

frequencies were recovered at ∼40 ps time. Also related, Lees showed that CpRh(CO)2 in
decalin with 313 and 458 nm light that the monocarbonyl can be trapped with

triphenylphosphine30. For this complex the bleaching of dicarbonyl CO bands occurred at 2046
and 1982 cm–1 with a concurrent new monocarbonyl peak at 1954 cm–1 for the phosphine bound
structure. Harris also examined several dicarbonyl Cp–metal complexes. For example, triplet

CpCo(CO)2 in heptane shows a monocarbonyl at 1990 cm–1 and remains for ∼660 ps31. While a

tricarbonyl, but related to borylation reactions, Hartwig, Webster, and Harris reported

nanosecond and microsecond IR for the metal tricarbonyl Cp∗ W(CO)3 (Bpin). In pentane, UV–

IR analysis showed bleaches at 1899, 1914, and 2000 cm–1 7. These peaks changed on the 30–

200 ps time scale. In addition to these bleaches there was also peaks from W-BPin fragmentation
with very fast recombination and the growth of a Cp∗ W(CO)3 (pentane) complex, which can be
seen on the nanosecond and microsecond time scales.

We next examined time-resolved changes in the IR spectrum of 5. Figure 3-5 shows
snapshots of the evolution of the absorbance peaks over 85 μs. At 25 μs after UV excitation the
two negative peaks at 1868 and 1925 cm–1 have fully formed. These bleach peaks show a small

recovery over 85 μs, possibly due to a small amount of CO recombination. The positive peak at
1885 cm–1 is completely gone by 85 μs, suggesting that the monocarbonyl intermediate is

unstable if it cannot form a complex with one of the reaction partners, such as HBpin or benzene.
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However, under catalytic conditions (Et 3 Si– IPr)CuFeCp(CO) likely persists for a substantially
longer time through coordination with reaction substrates.

Figure 3-5: Change in absorbance spectrum of 5 before UV laser excitation, 25 μs after
excitation, and 85 μs after excitation. (bottom) Change in absorbance of complex 5 after
UV excitation as a function of time.
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To further distinguish between dinuclear monocarbonyl and mononuclear monocarbonyl
species, we also synthesized and measured the time-resolved IR absorption spectrum of
FeCp(CO)2 BPin (FpBpin), which was originally proposed to be the photoactivated intermediate
during arene borylation catalysis. Figure 3-6 shows the absorbance spectrum of the FpBpin

Figure 3-6: Static IR absorption spectrum of the FpBpin complex in cyclohexane solution
(black) and transient IR spectrum 45 μs after UV excitation (red).
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complex in the CO stretch region and the transient spectrum 45 μs after UV excitation. The static
spectrum shows peaks at 1960 and 2005 cm–1 from the Fp dimer that is also in solution and an
additional absorbance at 2012 cm–1 that is due to the FpBpin complex. The transient IR

spectrum shows these same peaks as negative absorbances for both the Fp dimer and the FpBpin
complex. Together, these spectra demonstrate that the CO stretches for the FpBpin complex are
at a significantly higher frequency than those for the Fe–Cu complex and would be inconsistent
with the spectra shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4.

Figure 3-7: Transient IR spectra of complex 5 in solution with HBpin (red) 1200 ms after
excitation and FpBpin (black) 1200 ms after excitation.
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We have also measured the transient IR spectrum for photolysis of complex 5 in
cyclohexane with added HBpin. Figure 3-7 shows a comparison of complex 5 in cyclohexane
with HBpin and the FpBpin complex. The spectrum of complex 5 with HBpin in solution shows
bleach peaks at 1860 and 1925 cm–1 and a new absorbance peak between the bleaches, similar to
the transient spectrum without HBPin in solution. The time dependence of this new absorbance
indicates that the HBpin stabilizes the monocarbonyl intermediate where it can be detected for
several hundred milliseconds rather than decaying in about 80 μs without HBPin in the solution.
The FpBpin complex shows no bleaches or new peaks in this region of the spectrum.

Figure 3-8: Potential new catalytic cycle based on UV–IR examination of heterodinuclear
complex 5
With the static and time-resolved IR information, it is now possible to propose an
alternative catalytic cycle. Figure 3-8 shows that UV-induced CO dissociation results in
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conversion of heterodinuclear 5 (or 1) to the corresponding dinuclear monocarbonyl intermediate
6. After 6 is formed, while not directly measured by our current studies, it is likely that this
complex 6 is thermally reactive toward HBpin and can undergo B–H addition across the Fe–Cu
metal–metal bond to generate (NHC)Cu–H and Cp(CO)Fe–BPin. The remainder of the catalytic
cycle is similar to Mankad and Keith’s19 proposal where the Fe–BPin complex can react with
benzene to generate the Ph–Bpin and reformation of the dinuclear complex generates H2 .
3.4

Conclusions
In this work we examined the possibility of photocatalysis being initialized through UV-

induced CO photodissociation from an Fe–Cu heterodinuclear catalyst. To accomplish this, we
synthesized a new silylated, alkane-soluble Fe–Cu complex. Static and time-resolved IR after
UV laser excitation showed that the Fe–Cu metal–metal bond remains intact and that CO
dissociation occurs. This suggests that catalysis begins with a CO photodissociation rather than
thermal B–H bond activation. In cyclohexane the lifetime of intermediate 6 is likely on the
microseconds time scale or less, but added HBPin likely stabilizes this coordinatively
unsaturated intermediate, and we detected it at 1200 ms with HBPin present in solution.
However, from this work it was clear that this dinuclear complex has a very low quantum yield
of photodissociation of CO, and this work does not provide direct comparison of possible rates
for reaction between the dinuclear photogenerated monocarbonyl with substrates versus thermal
generated mononuclear complexes and photoactivation.
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CHAPTER 4: Time Domain Analysis of CRAFTI Data
CRAFTI uses the signal amplitude as a function of time to calculate the collisional cross
section of ions. Previous work has used a fit of the Fourier transformed spectrum to infer this
data. There are several assumptions in the analysis of the signal that lead to the signal being a
single exponential decay of the oscillating signal. Analysis of the signal in the time domain
allows for a more flexible treatment of the data if these conditions are not met. For example, if
the duration of the measurement is too short to reach the end of the exponential decay there will
be truncating artifacts in the frequency domain. However, in our time domain analysis, fitting
only the first portion of an exponential decay does not cause any issues. This could reduce the
time required for each measurement as the signal no longer needs to be allowed to fully decay.
In order to do this time domain analysis of CRAFTI data we need to isolate the
amplitude as a function of time for the signal of interest from all other information in the data
and from as much noise as possible. To do this we employ two techniques, heterodyning and
Fourier filtering. The heterodyning step removes the frequency information embedded in the data
and the Fourier filtering step drastically improves our signal to noise ratio.
Our signal can be described by the sine wave sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜙𝜙(𝑡𝑡)) where 𝜔𝜔 is the frequency

of ion rotation, t is time, and 𝜙𝜙(𝑡𝑡) is phase as a function of time. Taking the Fourier transform of
our signal results in a plot like the one shown in part A of figure 4-1. The Fourier transform is
defined such that the Fourier transform of any real signal will be infinitely repeating and
symmetric about zero. The Fourier transform of a complex signal will still be infinitely repeating
but will not be symmetric about zero. The negative half of the spectrum is usually ignored for
real signals because the negative frequency peaks are identical to the positive frequency peaks,
and because negative frequencies do not have physical meaning. However, having the negative
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half of the frequency domain is important when doing inverse Fourier transforms because taking
the inverse Fourier transform of a signal that is not symmetrical about zero will give a complex
result.
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Figure 4-1: Fourier transform of raw signal. B) Fourier transform of signal after
multiplying by e-iwt.
The first step of our time domain analysis is the heterodyning step. While this is not
absolutely necessary, it makes analysis significantly easier by shifting the oscillating signal of
interest to zero frequency and make the filtering and fitting of the underlying data easier. This
step involves multiplying the signal by 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 where 𝜔𝜔 is the cyclotron frequency of the ion of

interest. Multiplying a sine wave by 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 shifts the frequency of the wave down by 𝜔𝜔, resulting

in a spectrum like the one shown in part B of figure 4-1. This puts our peak of interest at zero

frequency and shifts everything else over, which causes our frequency domain plot to no longer
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be symmetrical about zero. By shifting the peak to zero frequency we have removed the
frequency information from the peak, leaving only the phase and the amplitude.
The next step is the Fourier filtering step where we multiply our signal by a function that
has a value of 1 near the peak of interest and a value of 0 everywhere else. This filters out any
other peaks that might be in the spectrum due to ions at other m/z ratios and it filters out the
negative version of our peak of interest. There are several options for what filter function we
should use, three of them are shown in figure 4-2. The simplest option would be to use a square
filter. However, the hard cutoffs at the edges would cause artifacts to appear in the signal when
we later do an inverse Fourier transform. A Gaussian filter would not have these artifacts
because it goes smoothly to zero. However, the Gaussian function is only at a maximum at the
very center, so parts of our peak would be attenuated by the filter. We chose to use a filter
function called a Tukey window, shown on the right in figure 4-2. This function is flat on top so
that it does not diminish the edges of our peak, but it also goes smoothly to zero to avoid creating
Fourier artifacts.
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Figure 4-2: Three possible filter functions. Square (left), Gaussian (center), Tukey (right).
After applying the filter, we then do an inverse Fourier transform of the filtered spectrum,
which gives us a complex signal in the time domain. Because 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is composed of a real and an
imaginary component that are 90⁰ out of phase with each other, taking the absolute value of the
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complex signal will give the amplitude of the signal at all points. Because all signal that was not
at the frequency of the ion rotation has been removed the noise has been drastically reduced, the
signal to noise ratio is increased by a factor of approximately 200. We can then easily fit the
amplitude of the signal to an exponential decay. Traditionally, CRAFTI has fit the data to a
Lorentzian peak in the frequency domain as a proxy for the exponential decay of the ion signal.32
This time domain analysis technique allows us to directly fit the exponential decay instead.
To verify the accuracy of this new data analysis technique we used it to calculate the
cross-sectional area of 7 amino acids using a previously obtained data set. We chose this data set
because the cross sections of these amino acids are well known, and the frequency domain
analysis of this data set had already been performed and published33.
To determine the cross section of these amino acids the raw data was cropped so that only
data after excitation ended was included, shown in figure 4-3. It was then multiplied by 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

where 𝜔𝜔 was the ion cyclotron frequency obtained from the header of the data files and Fourier

transformed to give a frequency spectrum. This spectrum was then multiplied by a Tukey
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Figure 4-3: FTICR signal of amino acid. The portion during excitation (shown in blue) is
cropped off before fitting is done.
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window centered at zero to remove all frequencies except for the peak at zero. The spectrum was
then inverse Fourier transformed to get a time domain signal again. Taking the absolute value of
this signal results in a plot of the amplitude over time at the frequency.
The exponential decay that results from taking a Fourier transform of a Lorentzian curve
can be described by the equation 𝑒𝑒 −2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥0−Γ𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 where t is time, 𝑥𝑥0 is the frequency at the center of
the Lorentzian curve and Γ is the full width at half max (fwhm) of the Lorentzian curve. In our

case 𝑥𝑥0 is zero so the equation will simplify down to 𝑒𝑒 −Γ𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 . We fit the amplitude to this

equation to find Γ. The cross-sectional area is given by equation 4-1. In this equation n is the

Γ 𝑚𝑚+𝑀𝑀 𝑚𝑚

𝜎𝜎 = 𝑛𝑛

𝑀𝑀

2𝑑𝑑

(4-1)

𝑞𝑞 β𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

number density of background gas particles, m is the mass of the ion, M is the mass of the
background gas particles, q is the charge of the ion, d is the trapping cell diameter, 𝛽𝛽 is the cell

geometry factor which is 0.897 for the Bruker Infinity cell used here, 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the peak to peak RF

excitation amplitude, and 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the duration of the excitation pulse. Now that we have found the
Γ, all other terms in this equation are known and 𝜎𝜎 can be calculated.

Each measurement is run at fifteen different pressures. Γ is plotted against n for these
Γ

measurements and the points are fitted to a line. The slope of this line is 𝑛𝑛, which is then plugged
into equation 4-1 to give a cross sectional area for that set of measurements. We performed this
method on data sets that had previously be analyzed by fitting the Lorentzian curve. Figure 4-4
shows a comparison between the cross sections found by Lorentzian fit, exponential fit, and
Exact Hard Sphere (EHS) calculations. EHS calculations assume the ions to be perfect hard
spheres, which is a good assumption for comparing to CRAFTI because in CRAFTI all collisions
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are assumed to be high energy decohering collisions. The values for these calculations were
taken from reference 32.
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of cross-sectional area found by Lorentzian fit (blue), exponential
fit (red), and Exact Hard Sphere scattering calculations (black). Taken from reference 33.
The cross-sectional areas found by exponential fit were slightly lower than the crosssectional areas found by Lorentzian fit, but they are very similar. The cross-sectional areas found
by Lorentzian fitting were already significantly lower than those found by EHS, so the additional
difference introduced by exponential fitting is not a big problem. Figure 4-5 shows a plot of the
cross-sectional areas found from the Lorentzian fit versus those found with the exponential fit.
The plot is linear, indicating that the difference between the two techniques could be described
by a constant and corrected for if needed.
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Figure 4-5: Plot of collisional cross section obtained by fitting the Lorentzian versus those
obtained by fitting the exponential decay.
The biggest advantage to using the exponential decay rather than the Lorentzian curve is
that fitting the exponential decay is much easier, which allows for cross sectional areas to be
found in more difficult situations. For example, if two ions have different cross-sectional areas
but the same m/z it is not possible to get the cross-sectional area by fitting the Lorentzian curve.
However, because the exponential decay is easier to fit, we can fit the decay to a biexponential
and get the decay constant for each of the two ions.
We are still working to find a data set with two ions with identical charge to mass ratios
but different cross sections. To show the viability of this technique, CRAFTI data of two amino
acids were used to artificially create a dataset with two overlapping ion peaks. Aspartic acid and
isoleucine were used because they had the largest difference in collisional cross section of the
amino acids that we had data for. The isoleucine data was shifted in frequency to match the
aspartic acid signal by multiplying it by 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 where 𝜔𝜔 is the difference in cyclotron frequency
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between the two amino acids. This resulted in a dataset with two ions at exactly the same
frequency, but with very different decay constants.
We then performed our time domain analysis on this combined dataset and extracted the
amplitude at the cyclotron frequency, shown in figure 4-6. We then fit this amplitude signal to a
1

biexponential decay to extract the decay constants. This fit gave us decay constants of 75.93 𝑠𝑠
1

for aspartic acid and 276.5 𝑠𝑠 for isoleucine. The decay constants extracted from the signals
1

1

individually were 76.36 𝑠𝑠 for aspartic acid and 213.8 𝑠𝑠 for isoleucine. The biexponential fit was

very accurate for the slower decay of aspartic acid but was not sufficiently accurate for the faster
decay of isoleucine.
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Figure 4-6: Amplitude of ion cyclotron frequency of combined signal (black) and
biexponential fit (red).
We believe that the inaccuracy of the faster decay is caused by the Fourier artifacts that
can be seen at the beginning and end of the amplitude plot in figure 4-6. A more zoomed in
version of the Fourier artifact at the beginning of the amplitude plot is shown in figure 4-7.
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Cropping off the beginning and end of the data did not significantly improve the accuracy of the
fit, indicating that the effects of the Fourier artifact extend beyond where they are visibly
obvious. These artifacts likely come from the Fourier filtering step, but we have not yet
determined what changes need to be made to our technique to prevent them. Once this issue has
been resolved this technique will allow us to use CRAFTI measurements to distinguish between
isomers within the same measurement.
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Figure 4-7: Zoomed in version of figure 4-6 to show the Fourier artifact at the beginning of
the amplitude plot.
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CHAPTER 5: Phase CRAFTI
CRAFTI is a powerful technique for measuring collisional cross section, but it assumes
that all collisions are decohering. This is a good assumption for many ions, but ions with a large
mass compared with the collision gas will have too much inertia to be knocked out of the ion
packet with every collision and will instead have many dissipative collisions. For these large
ions, the cross-sectional areas measured by CRAFTI begin to be less accurate. To address this
limitation, we set out to develop a new technique that would allow us to measure cross-sectional
areas of ions without the upper mass limit imposed by CRAFTI. The way this new technique
works is analogous to Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS). IMS is a well-established analytical
technique that can be used to find various properties of analytes, including collisional cross
section.8
There are many types of IMS, but one of the most basic is called drift tube IMS
(DTIMS). In DTIMS the ions are placed in one end of a tube that has a neutral gas flowing
through it. The tube is made of a series of ring electrodes that create a constant electric field
across the length of the tube. This electric field pulls the ions from one end of the tube to the
other, in the opposite direction of the neutral gas flow. As the ions travel through the tube their
movement will be impeded by collisions with the neutral gas. Ions with larger cross-sectional
areas will have more collisions and will therefore move through the tube slower than smaller
ions. Thus, the time it takes for ions to reach the other end of the tube becomes a measurement of
the cross-sectional area.
Traveling wave IMS (TWIMS) uses a setup very similar to DTIMS, comparison shown
in figure 5-1. The primary difference between these techniques is that instead of a continuous
electric field that pulls the ions down the tube like in DTIMS, the electrodes in TWIMS create a
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localized electric field that travels down the tube along with the ions. Ions that are too large lag
behind the traveling wave and are left behind. The ions that do keep up with the traveling wave
are also separated by size because the smaller ions will end up at the front of the wave while
slower ions will end up at the back.

Figure 5-1: Comparison of DTIMS (left) and TWIMS (right). Voltage as a function of
position in the drift tube is shown below each instrumental diagram. Adapted from
reference 8.
Our new technique functions similarly to TWIMS but is still performed in an FTICR-MS
instrument. Our FTICR-MS technique moves the ions in a circular path in the magnetic field as it
interacts with the background gas in the cell. Both techniques use an electric field to propel a
group of ions through a space occupied by a neutral gas. In FTICR, the ion packet theoretically
should stay perfectly in phase with the electric field, but we predict that the ions actually lag
behind the electric field just like they do in TWIMS. We also predict that ions with larger cross
sections will be less able to keep up with the electric field and will lag farther behind than the
other ions and fall further out of phase with the excitation frequency. If we can measure this
phase lag, we can use it to calculate the collisional cross section of high mass ions in an FTICRMS instrument. Because this new technique uses phase to determine the cross section of the ions
we have named it phase-CRAFTI.
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The preliminary work for the phase-CRAFTI project was done using the simulation
software SIMION. The primary goal of these simulations was to determine if the basic idea of
phase-CRAFTI is feasible. Therefore, our initial simulations did not attempt to perfectly replicate
the conditions of a real experiment. Rather than simulating an ion packet, we simulated
individual ions as they were excited at the resonant frequency. This is a reasonable simplification
as the pressure of the background gas is significantly higher than the pressure of the ions, and so
ion/neutral collisions dominate the ion trajectory. The ions we tested varied in mass and crosssectional area but were all around 500 amu and 3 × 10−18 𝑚𝑚2 because that is roughly the size of

ion we hope to measure with this technique. The background gas particles were approximated as
a single point in space with no volume that can collide with the volume of the ion and having a
mass of 40 amu to replicate argon.
We tested a number of combinations of pressure and RF intensity to find conditions that
kept the ion in the trap for the duration of the simulation. We then extracted the position of the
ion at each time step and imported it into Matlab. We also exported the time stamp of each

collision to Matlab. However, exporting the time stamp of collisions is not a native feature to the
Simion software so we wrote custom Lua code to add that functionality.
To get phase information from the position data, the position data must first be converted
from cartesian coordinates to cylindrical coordinates. However, this coordinate transform is not
trivial because the ion does not rotate about the z axis. The ion rotates about a field line, resulting
in a trajectory like the one shown in figure 5-2. This type of motion is called cyclotron motion.
This center of rotation must be found before we can convert to cylindrical coordinates. To find
the center of rotation, the x and the y position data is looked at separately, shown in figure 5-3.
The corkscrew motion of the ion looks like a sine wave when projected onto one dimension. The
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maxima and minima of the sine wave are found and the midpoint between each maxima and
minima is calculated. This set of midpoints is then fit to a 3rd order polynomial.

Figure 5-2: Example of cyclotron motion shown in red. Center of rotation shown in blue.
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Figure 5-3: Position in the X direction of the ion over time before (left) and after (right)
fitting. A zoomed in view is shown in the inset on the plot on the left.
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This method works well over short timescales as long as there are no collisions. On short
timescales the trajectory looks like a simple polynomial. However, at longer timescales two more
types of ion motion, magnetron motion and trapping motion, become apparent. Trapping motion
is motion along the length of the cell, the z axis, where trapping electrodes on either end prevent
the ions from escaping the cell. This motion is removed from our data when we project it onto
the x and y axes. Magnetron motion is when the center of rotation rotates about the center of the
ion trap, resulting in a very complicated ion trajectory as the ion rotates about a field line that is
rotating about the center of the trap. To deal with this we broke the data into segments and fit
each of those segments to a 3rd order polynomial. We then subtracted the resulting polynomial
from the position data of that segment.
When collisions are included in the model, the analysis gets more complicated. Each time
the ion collides with a gas molecule with sufficient energy, the ion is knocked off course.
Because phase CRAFTI is designed for large ions that have dissipative collisions rather than
decohering collisions, the ion stays within the ion packet and quickly finds a new center of
rotation. To account for this, we broke the data into segments, just like we did with the no
collision data. However, this time instead of breaking the data into segments of equal time, the
data is broken into a new segment at each collision timestamp that we previously extracted from
Simion. As long as collisions happen frequently enough, these segments will be small and a 3rd
order polynomial will be a good fit. Using this method resulted in data that looks like the data
shown in figure 5-4.
This data analysis shows what the trajectory of the ion would be if it always rotated about
the center of the chamber. Now that the center of the orbit is always zero, the position of the ion
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Figure 5-4: Simulated ion trajectory in the X direction before and after fitting for data with
and without collisions. Each band of color indicates a segment that was fitted
independently.
can be used as a measure of phase. Any position on the sine wave could be used, but for
simplicity and consistency we chose to look at zero crossings.
If the ion were to stay perfectly in phase with the excitation frequency it would have zero
crossings at all the same times as a plot of the excitation frequency. Any phase shift would result
in the zero crossings in the simulated data getting farther away from the zero crossings in the
excitation frequency. To determine the phase shift over time we had to compare the times of zero
crossings in the simulated data and the excitation frequency, which required us to match each
zero crossing in the simulation data to the corresponding zero crossing in the excitation
frequency. At the beginning of the simulation the ion has a randomized position and velocity.
This means that initially the ion position has no defined relationship to the excitation frequency.
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It rapidly synchronizes to the excitation frequency, but the early period makes matching the zero
crossings difficult.
We wrote an algorithm to match the zero crossings. First, it checks for duplicate zero
crossings in the simulated data. Occasionally, noise will cause multiple zero crossings to be
detected when only one zero crossing occurred. To detect this, the average distance between zero
crossings is calculated. Then, the distance between each pair of zero crossings is calculated. If
the distance between two zero crossings is less than one eighth the average distance, they are
assumed to be an erroneous duplication and one of them is removed from the array. Next, it
checks if the two arrays of zero crossings are the same length. If they are not the same length the
algorithm checks difference between the first entries in each array and the last entries in each
array. If the distance between those zero crossings is greater than one fourth the average
distance, then one of the zero crossings is removed from the longer of the two arrays. If the
length of the two arrays differs by more than one after having removed duplicate crossings, then
this algorithm fails and the data cannot be analyzed with this method.
Assuming the algorithm did not fail, it outputs two arrays of zero crossings, one for the
excitation frequency, and one for the simulated data. These arrays will line up so that the nth
entry in each array corresponds to the nth entry in the other array. Now we simply subtract one
array from the other and we have an array that describes the phase of the ion relative to the
excitation frequency. When this data is plotted against time, we get a plot like the one shown in
figure 5-5.
This data analysis provides some insight to the phase of the ion over time. However, this
analysis technique is dependent on having detailed three-dimensional position data, which we do
not get from experiments. We needed to find an alternative form of analysis that only required
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Figure 5-5: Phase of ion relative to excitation frequency over time. Vertical black lines
indicate collisions.
data that could be obtained experimentally. The alternate analysis we found was to use
heterodyning to isolate the phase term and plot that.
Phase-CRAFTI is a new technique that differs from CRAFTI both in the way we collect
data, and in the analysis. Here we excite the ion with a continuous RF signal at the cyclotron
frequency of the ion, while simultaneously detecting the ion response. If there is a perfect
vacuum, we would expect that the ions would be perfectly in phase with the excitation. This is
equivalent to the TWIMS technique mentioned previously. If there is background gas that the
ions can collide with, this will cause a delay in the cyclotron motion, leaving the ions out of
phase with the excitation. Because the collision rate with the background gas is dependent on the
molecular cross section, we can use phase delay to measure cross section.
We can extract the phase as a function of time from our data using the time domain
analysis discussed in Chapter 4. In the time domain analysis from Chapter 4 the final step was to
take the absolute value of the complex signal. Here we will not do that step and will instead take
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the arctangent of the imaginary part of the complex signal divided by the real part of the complex
signal. Doing this gives us the phase of the ions at each point.
The first complication to this technique is that the detect plates can act like antennas and
pick up the excitations signal, as we saw in figure 4-3. This can be corrected by fitting the
excitation signal to a sine wave at the correct frequency and phase as part of the analysis, but it
provides an important test of our analysis. The RF signal is generated by a computer controlled
arbitrary waveform generator, and so should have a stable phase relative to the detection. To test
the accuracy of our phase extraction technique we wrote a Matlab script that would allow us to
generate any waveform in a format that could be used by the instrument to control the excite
plates.
We used this script to generate three different waveforms at the same frequency. The first
had a constant phase, the second had a linearly increasing phase, and the third had an
exponentially decreasing phase. Each of these three waveforms was fed to the instrument and
used to generate a signal with the excite plates with no ions present so the only signal would be
that of the excite plates. We then took the signal detected by the detect plates and performed our
phase CRAFTI analysis on the signal. Figure 5-6 shows the phase evolutions extracted from each
of the three measurements. In all three cases the phase extracted from the data perfectly matched
the phase evolution assigned to it, though the phase was shifted up or down from zero. This
showed that our data analysis could accurately extract the phase evolution from a signal
produced by the instrument. The version with no phase evolution was repeated several times and
we found that the phase shift from zero was consistent between measurements.
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Figure 5-6: Phase extracted from measurements with no ions. The arbitrary waveform
generator was programmed to generate a signal with phase evolutions of constant phase
(left), linearly increasing phase (center), and exponentially decreasing phase (right).
One of the concerns with performing these Phase-CRAFTI experiments is keeping the
ions in the ion packet for the duration of the experiment. We are exciting and measuring the ions
for 1.0 s at the resonant frequency, followed by just detecting for an additional 0.1 s. We need to
be certain that the ions aren’t all being ejected during the experiment. We can use the amplitude
of the signal to measure the ion signal. Figure 5-7 shows the amplitude of two transients, at two
different excitation amplitudes. The signal on top is at a low excitation amplitude, and so we see
a mostly constant amplitude over the course of the excitation, and then an exponential decay as
the ions relax down to smaller orbits. This decay is the normal FT-ICR signal and shows that the
ions have remained in the trap. The signal on bottom immediately drops to zero after the
excitation has ended, so we know that the ions have already all been ejected. This shows us that
we can achieve experimental conditions that would allow for the measurement of the PhaseCRAFTI experiment.
Once we had found a set of experimental parameters that keep the ions in the ion packet
for the duration of the experiment, we were able to start performing some experiments and
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Figure 5-7: Phase CRAFTI measurements of tetraoctylammonium with excitation
amplitudes of 10 mv (top) and 400 mv (bottom).
testing our data analysis technique on real data collected in a phase CRAFTI experiment. One
example of this data is shown in figure 5-8. We see that the phase changes drastically at first but
quickly reaches a mostly stable position. From there the phase slowly drifts in one direction.
Further experiments will hopefully allow us to correlate this phase measurement with collisional
cross section. Doing so will allow us to use this technique to find the collisional cross sections of
ions that are too massive for traditional CRAFTI.
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APPENDIX A. Bruker IFS 66/S FTIR Settings
Set Optical Parameters
Source Setting

MIR-Source

Optical Filter Setting

OPEN

Aperture Setting

10 mm

Measurement Channel

Front

Detector Setting

DTGS

Scanner Velocity

5; 7.5 KHz for flash experiments
15; 160 KHz for rapid scan experiments

Stabilization Delay

0

Delay Before Measurement

0

Gain Switch Gain

ON

Gain Switch Window

300

Signal Gain, Sample

Automatic

Signal Gain, Background

Automatic

Acquisition Parameters
Wanted High Frequency Limit

2300.0

Wanted Low Frequency Limit

1100.0

Low Pass Filter

1; 16 KHz

Acquisition Mode

Single Sided Fast Return for flash
Double Sided, Forward-Backward for
rapid scan

Correlation Test Mode

No
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FT Parameters
Start Frequency Limit for File

2300.0

End Frequency Limit for File

1100.0

Phase Resolution

32.0

Phase Correction Mode

Mertz

Apodization Function

Happ-Genzel

Zero Filling Factor

4

Transient Recorder TRS
Device

PAD1232 40 MHz SPECTRUM

Number of Time Slices

200

Time Resolution

50

Coaddition Repeat Count

10

Delay Before Experiments

0

Trigger Delay

0

Stabilization Delay

40

Experiment Time Base

Internal

Experiment Trigger

Internal for DC
Ext. Positive Edge for AC

APPENDIX B. MATLAB Scripts
B.1: importopus
This function imports files that are generated by the software Opus and returns the
contents as a variable. Single beam spectra, absorbance spectra, and single beam stacks can all be
read in and have their contents stored as a variable.
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function [data,freqs]=importopus(filename,type)
% importopus is a function that imports the main types of
% Opus files. [data,frequency] = importopus(filename,type) is the
% syntax. If you use a null character '' for your filename it will
% open a GUI file chooser. Type is 1 for Single Beam spectrum
% 2 for Absorbance, 3 for a Single Beam Stack. It returns a spectrum
% vector for Single Beam or Absorbance, or a matrix for a stack.
% It also returns a vector of frequencies in wavenumbers
if (length(filename) == 0) % Check if the user specified a filename.
[filename,dirname]=uigetfile('*.*'); %Otherwise open the GUI
disp([dirname,filename])
fid=fopen([dirname,filename],'r');
if (fid < 0)
disp('File not found')
data=0;
freqs=0;
return
end
else
fid=fopen(filename,'r');
if (fid < 0)
disp('File not found')
data=0;
freqs=0;
return
end
end
qq=fread(fid);
frewind(fid);
Nbytes=length(qq);
blocks=0;
nextoffset=24; % The first header begins at byte 24
fseek(fid,24,'bof'); % So go there
while(nextoffset < Nbytes)
blocks=blocks+1
blocktype(blocks)=fread(fid,1,'uint8');
channo(blocks)=fread(fid,[1],'uint8');
texttype(blocks)=fread(fid,1,'uint8');
fseek(fid,1,'cof');
chunkSize(blocks)=fread(fid,1,'uint32');
offset(blocks)=fread(fid,1,'uint32');
nextoffset=offset(blocks)+4.*chunkSize(blocks);
end
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dataheader=find(blocktype==23 & channo==4);
header=char(qq(offset(dataheader):offset(dataheader+1))');
nptloc=strfind(header,'NPT');
fseek(fid,offset(dataheader)+nptloc+6,'bof');
npoints=fread(fid,[1],'uint16');
lowfreqloc=strfind(header,'FXV');
fseek(fid,offset(dataheader)+lowfreqloc+6,'bof');
lowfreq=fread(fid,[1],'double');
highfreqloc=strfind(header,'LXV');
fseek(fid,offset(dataheader)+highfreqloc+6,'bof');
highfreq=fread(fid,[1],'double');
freqs=linspace(lowfreq,highfreq,npoints);
if (type==1)
%Read Single Beam
datablock=find(blocktype==7 & channo == 4 );
fseek(fid,offset(datablock),'bof');
data=fread(fid,[1,npoints],'single');
elseif (type==2) % Read Absorbance Spectrum
datablock=find(blocktype==15);
fseek(fid,offset(datablock),'bof');
data=fread(fid,[1,npoints],'single');
elseif (type==3) % Read single beam stack
datablock=find(blocktype==7 & channo == 4 )
fseek(fid,offset(datablock)+8,'bof');
firstscan=fread(fid,[1],'uint16') % 64024 for Coby's file
fseek(fid,offset(datablock)+16,'bof');
skipspace=fread(fid,[1],'uint16')
fseek(fid,offset(datablock)+4,'bof');
numscan=fread(fid,[1],'uint16')
fseek(fid,offset(datablock)+firstscan,'bof');
groups=floor(numscan/256);

end

for i=1:(min(numscan,256))
data(i,:)=fread(fid,[1,npoints],'single');
fseek(fid,skipspace,'cof');
end
if numscan>256
fseek(fid,1024,'cof');
for i=257:numscan
data(i,:)=fread(fid,[1,npoints],'single');
fseek(fid,skipspace,'cof');
end
end

B.2: IonPath
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This script takes the output of the Simion simulations and extracts phase lag by fitting the
ion trajectory. Using this script requires both the Simion file and a text file that gives time stamps
for each collision.

clear
ionno = 1;
fname = '';
colfname = '';
if isempty(fname)
[fname,dirname] = uigetfile('*.dat');
disp([dirname,'/',fname])
end
if isempty(colfname)
[colfname,dirname] = uigetfile('*.txt');
disp([dirname,'/',fname])
end
chopBeginning = input('Do you want to remove the beginnig data? 1=yes');
%%% file formatting %%%
% how many rows are in your header?
headerRows = 10;
% Which column has the ion number?
ionNumCol = 1;
% Which column has time?
timeCol = 2;
% What 3 columns have position (x,y,z)?
posCols = 5:7;
disp(fname)
data = readmatrix(fname,'numheaderlines',headerRows);
iondata = find(data(:,ionNumCol)==ionno);
fprintf('Ion %i sim length %f %cs\n',ionno,data(iondata(end),timeCol), 956)
time = data(iondata,timeCol);
pos = data(iondata,posCols);
%Note: we change coordinate system here
%
what simion calls Y we will now call x
%
what simion calls Z we will now call y
%these are saved in case you want to plot them later
xUnfitted = pos(:,2);
yUnfitted = pos(:,3);
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% this allows you to crop the beginning of the data off if you want
if chopBeginning == 1
figure(1)
plot(time,xUnfitted)
% this line waits till you hit enter before continuing. This is done so
% that you can zoom in if needed before doing the ginput on the next
% line
input('move on')

end

% click where you want to crop the data
cutoffTime = ginput(1);
[~, startIndex] = min(abs(cutoffTime - time));
xUnfitted = pos(startIndex:end, 2);
yUnfitted = pos(startIndex:end, 3);
time = time(startIndex:end);
close(figure(1))

%collisions are recorded in a text file seperate from the rest of the data
collisionData = importdata(colfname);
if isa(collisionData, 'cell')
collisionIndex = 10000:10000:length(time);
size = length(collisionIndex);
else
collisionData = collisionData.data;
collisionIndex = zeros(length(collisionData),1);
for i = 1:length(collisionData)
[~,collisionIndex(i)] = min(abs(time-collisionData(i)));
end
size = length(collisionIndex);
end
%cell arrays are preallocated for computational speed
xSegments = cell(size+1);
ySegments = cell(size+1);
timeSegments = cell(size+1);
%time, x, and y vectors are broken up into segments between collisions
xSegments34 = xUnfitted(1:collisionIndex(1));
ySegments34 = yUnfitted(1:collisionIndex(1));
timeSegments34 = time(1:collisionIndex(1));
for n = 1:size-1
xSegments{n+1} = xUnfitted(collisionIndex(n):collisionIndex(n+1));
ySegments{n+1} = yUnfitted(collisionIndex(n):collisionIndex(n+1));
timeSegments{n+1} = time(collisionIndex(n):collisionIndex(n+1));
end
xSegments{size+1} = xUnfitted(collisionIndex(size):end);
ySegments{size+1} = yUnfitted(collisionIndex(size):end);
timeSegments{size+1} = time(collisionIndex(size):end);
%the SegmentFit function fits each segment individually
%the code for this funciton is given below
xFitted = SegmentFit(xSegments,timeSegments,size);
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yFitted = SegmentFit(ySegments,timeSegments,size);
%the radius of orbit is found for each segment
rSegments = cell(size+1);
for n = 1:size+1
rSegments{n} = sqrt(xFitted{n}.^2+yFitted{n}.^2);
end
%the radius of orbit and the x and y for the segments are combined into
%single vectors
startHere = 1;
for n = 1:size+1
segmentLength = length(rSegments{n});
if segmentLength < 1
segmentLength = 1;
end
endHere = startHere+segmentLength-1;
length(rSegments{n})
endHere
startHere
if startHere ~= endHere
r(startHere:endHere) = rSegments{n};
x(startHere:endHere) = xFitted{n};
y(startHere:endHere) = yFitted{n};
end
startHere = startHere+segmentLength-1;
end
%the fitted data is plotted
figure(1)
hold on
for n = 1:size+1
if length(timeSegments{n}) >= 3
plot(timeSegments{n},xFitted{n})
end
end
title('Fitted data')
figure(2)
hold on
for n = 1:size+1
if length(timeSegments{n}) >= 3
plot(timeSegments{n},yFitted{n})
end
end
title('Fitted y')
%the unfitted data is plotted
figure(3)
hold on
for n = 1:size+1
plot(timeSegments{n},xSegments{n})
end
title('Unfitted data')
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%finding what the frequency should be without collisions
q = data(iondata(1),4)*1.60217662 * 10^-19;
mass = data(iondata(1),3)*1.6605402 * 10^-27;
B = data(iondata(1),8)/10000;
theoreticalFreq = q*B/(2*pi*mass)/1000
%finding the actual frequency
wrappedPhi = atan2(x,y);
phi = unwrap(wrappedPhi);
rot = phi./(2*pi);
index = find(isfinite(rot));
m = abs(polyfit(time(index),rot(index),1));
freq = m(1)*1000
omega = B/mass*1.60217662*10^-19/10^6*.99935;
offset = -2.6;
rfFreq = sin(time*omega+offset);
dtime = (time(2:end)+time(1:end-1))./2;
[xZeroCrossings,rfZeroCrossings, aveTimeDiffX] = ZeroCrossings(x,dtime,rfFreq);
xZeros = zeros(length(xZeroCrossings),1);
rfZeros = zeros(length(rfZeroCrossings),1);
figure(6)
hold on
plot(dtime(xZeroCrossings),xZeros, 'o')
plot(dtime(rfZeroCrossings),rfZeros,'+')
if length(xZeroCrossings) == length(rfZeroCrossings)
TimeDifference = dtime(xZeroCrossings)-dtime(rfZeroCrossings);
RotationDifference = TimeDifference ./ aveTimeDiffX;
figure(7)
scatter(dtime(rfZeroCrossings),RotationDifference)
hold on
yvals = [min(RotationDifference), max(RotationDifference)];
for n = 1:length(collisionIndex)
xvals = [time(collisionIndex(n)) time(collisionIndex(n))];
plot(xvals, yvals, 'black')
end
title('Relative Phase in the X Direction')
ylabel('Relative Phase Difference')
xlabel('Time (\mus)')
set(gca,'FontSize', 20)
end
offsetY = -4.1;
rfFreqY = sin(time*omega+offsetY);
[yZeroCrossings,rfZeroCrossingsY, aveTimeDiffY] = ZeroCrossings(y,dtime,rfFreqY);
yZeros = zeros(length(yZeroCrossings),1);
rfZerosY = zeros(length(rfZeroCrossingsY),1);
figure(8)
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hold on
plot(dtime(yZeroCrossings),yZeros, 'o')
plot(dtime(rfZeroCrossingsY),rfZerosY,'+')
if length(yZeroCrossings) == length(rfZeroCrossingsY)
TimeDifferenceY = dtime(yZeroCrossings)-dtime(rfZeroCrossingsY);
RotationDifferenceY = TimeDifferenceY ./ aveTimeDiffY;
figure(9)
scatter(dtime(rfZeroCrossingsY),RotationDifferenceY)
hold on
yvals = [min(RotationDifferenceY), max(RotationDifferenceY)];
for n = 1:length(collisionIndex)
xvals = [time(collisionIndex(n)) time(collisionIndex(n))];
plot(xvals, yvals, 'black')
end
title('Relative Phase in the Y Direction')
ylabel('Relative Phase Difference')
xlabel('Time (\mus)')
set(gca,'FontSize', 20)
end
figure(4)
hold on
for n=1:size+1
if length(timeSegments{n}) >= 3
plot(timeSegments{n},xFitted{n})
end
end
hold off
yyaxis right
plot(time,rfFreq)
function [ZeroCrossings, rfZeroCrossings, aveTimeDiff] =
ZeroCrossings(position,dtime,rfFreq)
Signs = position(2:end).*position(1:end-1);
ZeroCrossings = find(Signs<=0);
zcTime = dtime(ZeroCrossings);
zcTimeDiff = zcTime(2:end)-zcTime(1:(end-1));
aveTimeDiff = mean(zcTimeDiff);
repeatI = zeros(length(zcTimeDiff),1);
for n = 1:length(zcTimeDiff)
if zcTimeDiff(n) < aveTimeDiff/8
repeatI(n) = n;
end
end
repeatI = nonzeros(repeatI);
ZeroCrossings(repeatI) = [];
rfSigns = rfFreq(2:end).*rfFreq(1:end-1);
rfZeroCrossings = find(rfSigns <= 0);
if length(ZeroCrossings) > length(rfZeroCrossings)
if abs(dtime(ZeroCrossings(1))-dtime(rfZeroCrossings(1))) > aveTimeDiff/4
ZeroCrossings(1) = [];
end
if abs(dtime(ZeroCrossings(end))-dtime(rfZeroCrossings(end))) > aveTimeDiff/4
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end

ZeroCrossings(end) = [];

end
if length(ZeroCrossings) < length(rfZeroCrossings)
if abs(dtime(ZeroCrossings(1))-dtime(rfZeroCrossings(1))) > aveTimeDiff/4
rfZeroCrossings(1) = [];
end
if abs(dtime(ZeroCrossings(end))-dtime(rfZeroCrossings(end))) > aveTimeDiff/4
rfZeroCrossings(end) = [];
end
end
end
%This is the function used for fitting the segments
function [Fitted] = SegmentFit(Segments,timeSegments, size)
%cell arrays are preallocated for computational speed
tops = cell(size+1);
bottoms = cell(size+1);
mids = cell(size+1);
Fitted = cell(size+1);
%this for loop fits each segment to a polynomial
for n = 1:(size+1)
if length(Segments{n}) >= 3
%the index values of the crests and troughs are found
[~,tops{n}] = findpeaks(Segments{n});
[~,bottoms{n}] = findpeaks(-Segments{n});
%if there are more crests than troughs this code is run
if length(tops{n}) > length(bottoms{n}) && ~isempty(bottoms{n})
%the index values are converted to time values
%this is done because the data points are not evenly spaced
newtops = timeSegments{n}(tops{n});
newbots = timeSegments{n}(bottoms{n});
%the last crest is removed and the first half of the midpoints
%are found
newtops(end) = [];
mids1 = (newtops+newbots)./2;
%the first crest is removed and the rest of the midpoints
%are found
newtops = timeSegments{n}(tops{n});
newtops(1) = [];
mids2 = (newtops+newbots)./2;
%the midpoints are combined into one vector
newmids = [mids1;mids2];
%the time values are converted into index values
for i = 1:length(newmids)
[~,mids{n}(i)] = min(abs(newmids(i)-timeSegments{n}));
end
end
%if there are more troughs than crests this code is run
if length(bottoms{n}) > length(tops{n}) && ~isempty(tops{n})
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end

%see comments in the section above
newbots = timeSegments{n}(bottoms{n});
newtops = timeSegments{n}(tops{n});
newbots(end) = [];
mids1 = (newtops+newbots)./2;
newbots = timeSegments{n}(bottoms{n});
newbots(1) = [];
mids2 = (newtops+newbots)./2;
newmids = [mids1;mids2];
for i = 1:length(newmids)
[~,mids{n}(i)] = min(abs(newmids(i)-timeSegments{n}));
end

%if there are an equal number of troughs and crests this code is run
if length(bottoms{n}) == length(tops{n}) && ~isempty(tops{n})
%the index values are converted to time values
%this is done because the data points are not evenly spaced
newtops = timeSegments{n}(tops{n});
newbots = timeSegments{n}(bottoms{n});
%the first half of the midpoints are found
mids1 = (newtops+newbots)./2;
%a trough or a crest is removed from each end depending
%on whether a trough or a crest comes first
if min(tops{n}) < min(bottoms{n})
newtops(1) = [];
newbots(end) = [];
else
newtops(end) = [];
newbots(1) = [];
end
%the rest of the midpoints are found
mids2 = (newtops+newbots)./2;
newmids = [mids1;mids2];
%the time values are converted into index values
for i = 1:length(newmids)
[~,mids{n}(i)] = min(abs(newmids(i)-timeSegments{n}));
end
end
%if the segment has either no troughs or no crests this code is run
%a segment this short cannot be fitted and instead is just centered
%around 0
if isempty(tops{n}) || isempty(bottoms{n})
top = max(Segments{n});
bottom = min(Segments{n});
middle = (top+bottom)/2;
[~, mids{n}] = min(abs(middle - Segments{n}));
end
%the midpoints are fit to a line and the sine wave is centered
%around zero
%segments with less than three midpoints are not fit and instead
%are just recentered around 0
if length(mids{n}) >= 3
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xfit = fit(timeSegments{n}(mids{n}),Segments{n}(mids{n}),'poly2');
Fitted{n} = Segments{n}-polyval([xfit.p1 xfit.p2
xfit.p3],timeSegments{n});
else
offset = mean(Segments{n}(mids{n}));
Fitted{n} = Segments{n}-offset;
end
end
end
end

B.3: predatorscan
The function predatorscan searches the output file from the FTICR instrument for
specific values. It has three inputs: fid, block, and flag. The input fid is the file identification for
the given file that is given by the fopen function. The input block is a string that can be used to
identify the start of the section that the chosen value can be pulled from. The script will search
through the file until it finds the string given by block. The input flag is the string that precedes
the desired value. The script searches each line, starting at the position containing the block, until
it finds the flag. The function then outputs the number in the same line as the flag.

function parameter=predatorscan(fid,block,flag)
frewind(fid);
l=fgetl(fid);
while (~contains(l,block) & ~contains(l,'Data:'))
l=fgetl(fid);
end
if contains(l,'Data:')
disp('Block not found')
return
end
l=fgetl(fid);
while (~contains(l,flag) & ~contains(l,'endevent') & ~contains(l,'Data:'))
l=fgetl(fid);
end
if contains(l,flag)
parameter=sscanf(l((find(l==':')+1):end),'%f');
elseif (contains(l,'endevent') | contains(l,'Data:'))
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end

disp('Parameter not found')

B.4: readfticr
The function readfticr reads an output file from an FTICR experiment and returns all the
relevant information. This function has three inputs: fname, searchVariables, and dataType. The
input fname is the filename of the data file to be read. If this input is given as an empty string the
function uses uigetfile to get a file. The input searchVariables is an n by 2 array of strings. The
first column is the block and the second is the flag for each value that is to be extracted from the
file. For each pair of strings in searchVariables, readfticr calls the function predatorscan to
extract the desired value. The third input dataType is an optional variable that is used if the data
to be read in is not a float32 data type. This function outputs the raw signal, the spacing between
points in time, and an array of all values asked for in searchVariables.

function [rawSignal,timeSpacing,outputVariables] =
readfticr(fname,searchVariables,dataType)
% use given filename, if none provided use uigetfile to get one
disp(fname)
if isempty(fname)
[fname,dirname]=uigetfile('*.dat');
disp([dirname,'/',fname])
fid=fopen([dirname, '/', fname],'r');
else
fid=fopen(fname,'r');
end
% find number of data points, bandwidth, and time spacing
points = predatorscan(fid,'Data Parameters:','Data Points:');
bandwidth = predatorscan(fid,'Data Parameters:','Bandwidth:');
timeSpacing = 2 * 1/bandwidth/4;
% find all variables from searchVariables and put them in outputVariables
if exist('searchVariables','var') && ~isempty(searchVariables)
outputVariables = zeros(length(searchVariables(:,1)),1);
for n = 1:length(searchVariables(:,1))
outputVariables(n,1) =
predatorscan(fid,searchVariables(n,1),searchVariables(n,2));
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end

end

l=fgetl(fid);
while ~strcmp(l,'Data:')
l=fgetl(fid);
end
if ~exist('dataType','var')
dataType = 'float32';
end
rawSignal = fread(fid,[1 points],dataType,'ieee-le');
fclose(fid);

B.5: Heterodyne
This function heterodynes the signal by generating a wave described by 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , where 𝜔𝜔

is the inputted frequency and multiplying the signal by this wave. It takes the signal, the time
spacing, and the frequency of the new wave as inputs and returns a time vector, a frequency
vector, and the heterodyned signal.

function [time,freq,mixedSignal] = Heterodyne(signal, dt, frequency)
L = length(signal);
% set up time and frequency axes
time = (0:L-1) * dt;
freq = 1/dt/L*(-L/2:L/2-1);
% convert frequency to radian units
w = frequency * 2 * pi;
% mix signals
mixedSig = signal .* exp(-1i * w * time);
% Fourier transform signal
mixedSignal = fftshift(fft(mixedSig));
end

B.6: FourierFilter
This function takes the signal after having been heterodyned and does the Fourier
filtering step. The inputs are the frequency domain signal after heterodyning, half the width of
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the filter, and an optional input to offset the center of the filter window. It returns the filtered
signal in the time domain and the filter function as outputs.

function [filteredSig, filter] = FourierFilter(mixedSignal,filterHalfWidth, offset)
% make a vector of zeros the length of the signal
L = length(mixedSignal);
% if the input offset was given, shift the center of the filter by that
% amount
if exist('offset','var')
halfL = round(L/2) + offset;
else
halfL = round(L/2);
end
filter = zeros(1,L);
% build a tukey window filter centered around zero
filter(1,halfL-filterHalfWidth:halfL+filterHalfWidth) = tukeywin(filterHalfWidth*2 +
1,.5);
% multiply the signal by the filter function
filteredSignal = mixedSignal .* filter;
% inverse Fourier transform the spectrum
filteredSig = ifft(fftshift(filteredSignal));
end

B.7: PhaseCRAFTI
This script combines several of the previous functions to perform the full phase CRAFTI
analysis. It reads in the signal with readfticr, then heterodynes it with Heterodyne, then it uses
the FourierFilter function perform the Fourier filtering step. It then extracts the phase and
amplitude as functions of time from the filtered signal and plots them.

% searchVar is an n by 2 array
% each row contains a block in the 1st column and a flag in the 2nd column
% for a given variable to be extracted from the .dat file
% each block and flag must be a string (using "" and not '')
searchVar = ["SED", "lowfreq:"];
% readfticr3 accepts a filename, if one is not given it runs a uigetfile
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% readfticr3 outputs 3 variables, signal, dt, and outputVar
% signal is a vector of the raw time domain signal
% dt is the time spacing between two data points
% outputVar is a vector of all the variables from searchVar in the same
% order
[signal,dt,outputVar] = readfticr('', searchVar);
frequency = outputVar(1);
mOverZ = (1.535611e7*4.698533)./frequency;
% Heterodyne multiplies the signal by e^(-i*w*t)
% time and freq are the time and frequency vectors
% mixedSignal is the signal after heterodyning but before filtering
[time,freq,mixedSignal] = Heterodyne(signal,dt,frequency);
figure
plot(time,signal)
% HetFilter filters out all peaks except the one at 0
% the filter will be twice as many data points wide as the variable
% filterHalfWidth
filterHalfWidth = 200;
[filteredSig, filter] = HetFilter(mixedSignal, filterHalfWidth);
% calculate the phase and amplitude as functions of time
phi = unwrap(angle(filteredSig));
amp = abs(filteredSig);
% plot to check the filter is good
figure
plot(freq, abs(mixedSignal))
hold on
plot(freq, filter .* max(abs(mixedSignal)))
% set(gca, 'Xlim', [-2000,2000]);
set(gca, 'Xlim',[-100,100]);
% plot phase and amplitude as functions of time
figure
plot(time,phi)
ylabel('Phase')
yyaxis right
plot(time,amp)
set(gca, 'Xlim', [0.02,0.7]);
ylabel('Amplitude')
xlabel('Time (s)')

B.8: BatchPhaseCRAFTI
This script reads in multiple FTICR files and performs the phase CRAFTI analysis on all
of them. It assumes the first file is the drive only signal, which is always collected before the
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actual experiments. It subtracts the drive signal from the data from each file then extracts the
phase and amplitude as functions of time from the filtered signal and plots them.

% read in the files to be analyzed. The first file must be the drive only
% signal
[fnames, path] = uigetfile('*.dat','MultiSelect','on');
addpath(path);
filenames = string(fnames);
% set the width of the Fourier filter
filterHalfWidth = 50 ;
% searchVar is an n by 2 matrix where each row tells the readfticr function
% where to find important values in the data files
searchVar = ["SED", "lowfreq:"; "label:reaction","time:"; "SED", "eamplitude";"SED",
"elength"];
% read in the first file which is assumed to be the drive only signal and
% pull out the excite frequency and duration of the excitation
[driveSignal, dt, outputVar] = readfticr(filenames(1), searchVar);
L = length(driveSignal);
frequency = outputVar(1);
etime = outputVar(4);
% Extract the phase and amplitude of the drive only signal
[time, freq, mixedSignal] = Heterodyne(driveSignal,dt,frequency);
[filteredSig, filter] = FourierFilter(mixedSignal, filterHalfWidth);
phi = unwrap(angle(filteredSig));
amp = abs(filteredSig);
% crop off the first and last third of the phase and amplitude and take the
% average of the middle third
drivePhi = mean(phi(round(L/3):round(L*2/3)));
driveAmp = mean(amp(round(L/3):round(L*2/3)));
% find the index value of the point when the excitation was turned off
[~,off] = min(abs(time - etime));
% generate a signal at the same amplitude and phase as the drive signal
% from the beginning of the data until the excite was turned off
driveSig = zeros(1,L);
driveSig(1:off) = sin(frequency*2*pi*time(1:off) + drivePhi) * driveAmp;
num = length(filenames) - 1;
% set up the tabs for the plots that will be made later
megafig = figure(1);
tgroup = uitabgroup(megafig);
filterPlots = figure(2);
tgroupFilter = uitabgroup(filterPlots);
realImag = figure(3);
tgroupRealImag = uitabgroup(realImag);
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% preallocate variables before the for loop for speed
signal = zeros(num,L);
dt = zeros(num,1);
phi = zeros(num,L);
time = zeros(num,L);
amp = zeros(num,L);
avePhi = zeros(num,1);
valveTime = zeros(num,1);
eAmplitude = zeros(num, 1);
tabs = zeros(num,1);
tabs2 = zeros(num,1);
tabs3 = zeros(num,1);
% loop through each of the selected files other than the drive signal
for n = 1:num
% read in the file
[signal(n,:),dt(n,:),outputVar] = readfticr(filenames(n+1),searchVar);
% subtract off the drive signal generated from the phase and amplitude
% of the read drive signal
signal(n,:) = signal(n,:) - driveSig;
% extract the important values from the files
frequency = outputVar(1);
valveTime(n) = outputVar(2);
eAmplitude(n) = outputVar(3);
% heterodyne the signal
[time(n,:),freq,mixedSignal] = Heterodyne(signal(n,:),dt(n,:),frequency);
% filter out all frequencies too far from zero with a Tukey window
[filteredSig, filter] = FourierFilter(mixedSignal, filterHalfWidth);
% find the phase and amplitude as functions of time
phi(n,:) = unwrap(angle(filteredSig));
amp(n,:) = abs(filteredSig);
% plot the results
titleString = "Valve Open Time: " + string(valveTime(n)) + " Excite Amplitude: " +
string(eAmplitude(n) * 1000) + " mV";
tabs(n) = uitab(tgroup,'Title', string(valveTime(n)));
tabs2(n) = uitab(tgroupFilter,'Title',string(valveTime(n)));
tabs3(n) = uitab(tgroupRealImag, 'Title',string(valveTime(n)));
figure(1)
axes1 = subplot(2,1,1,'Parent',tabs(n));
plot(axes1, time(n,1:off),phi(n,1:off))
ylabel('Phase')
yyaxis right
plot(axes1, time(n,:), amp(n,:))
ylabel('Amplitude')
set(gca, 'FontSize', 22);
xlabel('Time (s)')
title(titleString)
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axes2 = subplot(2,1,2,'Parent',tabs(n));
plot(axes2, time(n,:),signal(n,:))
set(gca, 'FontSize', 22);
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Amplitude')
figure(2)
axes('Parent',tabs2(n));
plot(freq, abs(mixedSignal))
yyaxis right
plot(freq,filter)
set(gca, 'Xlim',[-100,100]);

end

figure(3)
axes('Parent',tabs3(n));
plot(freq,real(mixedSignal))
yyaxis right
plot(freq,imag(mixedSignal))
set(gca, 'Xlim',[-100,100]);

B.9 WriteSWF
This script can generate a waveform with any frequency given in mass to charge ratio and
with a phase evolution described by any equation. It then creates a .swf file containing this
waveform which can then be used to control the FTICR instrument.
% Set variables that will go in the header
duration = .1;
mOverZ = 500;
dataPoints = 1000000;
bandwidth = 5000000;
% Set up x axis and needed variables
timeSpacing = duration / dataPoints;
time = [0:timeSpacing:(dataPoints-1) * timeSpacing];
maxAmplitude = 32767;
% Generate waveform
f1 = (1.535611e7*4.698533)./mOverZ;
phase = 0*time;
y1 = sin(f1 *(2*pi)* time + phase);
generatedWaveform = y1 * maxAmplitude;
% Choose filename
fname = 'noPhase3.swf';
% Create/open file for writing
fid = fopen(fname,'w');
% Write header to file
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fprintf(fid,'MIDAS SWIFT File v3.0\r\n');
fprintf(fid,'duration=%f mOverZ=%f \r\n',duration,mOverZ);
fprintf(fid,'Data Points:%i\r\n',dataPoints);
fprintf(fid,'Bandwidth:%i\r\n',bandwidth);
fprintf(fid,'Data:\r\n');
% Write generated waveform to binary in file
fwrite(fid,generatedWaveform,'int16','l');
% Close file
fclose(fid);
plot(time, phase)
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